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CUMBRIA AND LANCASHIRE ARCHAEOLOGICAL UNIT: SMR CATALOGUE
Scafell Pike Axe Factory Catalogue

8639    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  GREAT END
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  ALLERDALE   PARISH =  BORROWDALE
                  NGR =  NY 22890832   HEIGHT OD =  800m - 840m
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 20 NW
                  DESCRIPTION =  
                   400   -    NY 22890832  
                   This site has a very low scatter of flakes, mixed with natural scree in a   narrow stream gulley that leads
                   down Great End. There is no sign, despite much searching, a point where the concentration of flakes is
                   greater and  hence indicative of the flaking area. The density of flakes is so low that  there is a good
                   possibility that the flakes are the result of natural  conchoidal fracturing. The rock is a dark grey,
                   almost black, tuff which  is called Esk Pike hornstone by R Oliver <1>. There are some outcropping  
patches
                   of the tuff in the area, but as the flaking area has not been  traced, it cannot be assigned safely to
                   either types b or c, though it is  most probably of type b. The stream of flakes spills into a large area of
                   scree where the concentration is similarly low.   
                   Size: c.40m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 1 (1)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium
                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-bc/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  400
                  VISITS =  Quartermaine J/3/7/1985
                  SOURCES =  
                   <1> Desc. text//Oliver R/1961/Quart Journal Geol Soc 117, pp 377-417/

8640    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  GREAT END
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  COPELAND   PARISH =  ESKDALE
                  NGR =  NY 2281408160   HEIGHT OD =  845m
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 20 NW
                  DESCRIPTION =  
                   401   -    NY 2281408160  
                   This site is located amongst a loose scatter of small to medium stones,  below an area of turf covered
                   scree. The flakes are mainly medium to large  and are concentrated between NY 2281408162 and NY 
2281808160,
                   although  there is also a low concentration spilling downslope from this area. The  flakes lie on the
                   surface of the scree, and also on the matt grass which  suggests a recent movement of the debitage. Some 
of
                   the flakes are  earthfast and not patinated. This is a type b site, the material of the  flakes being the
                   same as that in the nearby outcrops, it is a relatively  dark fine grained tuff and according to R Oliver
                   <1> is Esk Pike  hornstone. This site and the dubious site 400 are the only working  sites in the area and
                   it is probable that this working is exploratory  flaking to test the suitability of the rock. To judge by
                   the absence of  other sites around, the rock must have been unsuitable.  
                   Size: 4m x 4m  
                   Concentration: 2 (33)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large
                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-b/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  401
                  VISITS =  Gale D/3/7/1985
                  SOURCES =  
                   <1> Desc Text//Oliver R L//1961/Quart Journal Geol Soc 117, pp 377-417/
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8641    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  BROWN TONGUE
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  COPELAND    PARISH =  ESKDALE
                  NGR =  NY 19850737   HEIGHT OD =  412m - 430m
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 20 NW
                  DESCRIPTION =  
                   402   -    NY 1989007369  
                   This is a small area of patinated flakes which has been exposed as a   result of path erosion. There is a
                   concentration of flakes at NY   1989207369, with a scatter falling down to NY 1989007369. There are no  
                   flakes in the exposed peat section.  
                   Size: c.1m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (7)  
                   Flake size: Small  
                     
                   403   -    NY 1984807374  
                   This is a thin strip of very patinated flakes which have become exposed  as a result of path erosion. The
                   largest concentration of flakes is at  NY 1984907373 and the flakes become less concentrated towards NY 
                   1984707375.  The site is located next to a footpath cairn.  
                   Size: c.4m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (27)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   404   -     NY 1983507388  
                   The site has been exposed as a result of path erosion, but unfortunately  the same erosion has severely
                   disturbed the flake site and has dispersed the  debitage down the path. On either side of the site there are
                   uneroded   turf-covered areas. The flakes are very patinated.  
                   Size: c.3m x 0.5m   
                   Concentration: 1 (6)  
                   Flake size: Small  
                     
                                     PRN 8641  
                   This group of sites was first located by Guy Plint. The rough-outs found  by him were all very small
                   suggesting that the hornstone boulders, that were  used as the source, were probably fairly small. The
                   assemblage collected by  R Plint & G Plint from the sites is substantial, and provides a distinct  contrast
                   to the low concentrations of debitage on the sites in 1985.  The  reason is that the sites have suffered
                   severe damage as a result of the  path erosion and rough-out collectors.  
                   The sites are far from outcropping hornstone so the source material for the  Brown Tongue sites is probably
                   boulders carried down from the outcrop  either by gravity or glaciation.
                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-d/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  402-404
                  VISITS =  Hindle C/19/9/1985

8642    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  SCAFELL PIKE I
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  COPELAND   PARISH =  ESKDALE
                  NGR =  NY 21640681   HEIGHT OD =  770m - 820m
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 20 NW
                  DESCRIPTION =  
                   405   -   2171706736  This is a small area of mainly medium, but occasionally large flakes,   intermingling
                   with natural scree, and partly overgrown by moss. The site   is on a steep scree slope 15m below a buttress
                   and 5m to the west of   another butress. The flakes are lightly patinated, and some display light   brown
                   stains. It is fairly isolated from the main group of sites.  
                   Size: 1.5m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (15)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
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                   406   -    NY 2173306803  
                   The site comprises relativly large concentrations of flakes within a  natural scree which is finer than that
                   of the surrounding scree. The  site starts about 1m from a hornstone outcrop. The natural slope at  this
                   point is very steep and the site spills around a crag. The flakes  are patinated and most of them are small.
                   Size: 6m x 3m  
                   Concentration: 3 (57)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   407   -    NY 2173806807  
                   At this site there is a low concentration of small, patinated flakes in a  predominantly fine scree area.
                   The site is 4m below a large outcrop and the  majority of the flakes are at NY 2173406808. From here the
                   site spills into  site 406.  
                   Size: 7m x 3m  
                   Concentration: 1 (7)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   408   -   NY 2172806780  
                   This is a stream of flakes scattered within scree, which spills down a   small outcrop. Most of the flakes
                   are medium, with some small ones.   The flakes are patinated, with lichen growing on them.   
                   Size: 5m x 2.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (27)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   409   -   NY 2172906795  
                   At this site there is a small number of medium flakes emerging from  underneath scree. The flakes spill 
down
                   a steep slope of grass and  fall over the edge of a crag on to a grass slope below. The flakes  are less
                   patinated than those found on neighbouring sites.   
                   Size: 5m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (8)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   410   -   NY 2172306785  
                   An area of patinated flakes scattered in scree. The highest concentration   of flakes is at NY 2172106786,
                   where they emerge from a vegetated section.  There are only a few small flakes.  
                   Size: 3m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 3 (34)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   411   -   NY 2172006783  
                   This is a triangular shaped scatter of patinated flakes amongst scree,  with the majority of flakes at the
                   top of the site. The close proximity to  site 410 suggests that they may be a part of the same site.  
                   Size: 3m x 3m  
                   Concentration: 2 (11)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   412   -   NY 2172506797  
                   This is a small area of mainly medium, but occasionally large flakes lying  amidst an area of very steep
                   scree and boulders. The flakes are lightly  patinated.   
                   Size: 2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (6)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   413   -   NY 2172406794  
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                   A very small area of medium and large flakes protected by a large hornstone  boulder in a very steep area 
of
                   scree and boulders. The flakes are lightly  patinated.   
                   Size: c.2m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (7)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   414   -   NY 2171306804  
                   A large area of predominantly medium, but occasionally large flakes inter mingled with natural scree, and
                   spilling down the very steep slope. The   flakes are very lightly patinated.   
                   Size: 10m x 4m  
                   Concentration: 2 (6)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   415   -   NY 2171506795  
                   An area of lightly patinated flakes, intermingled with natural  scree which spills down a steep slope. The
                   flakes are mainly small and  medium, but also occasionally large. The smaller flakes are located mainly  at
                   the  upper part of the site.   
                   Size: c.6m x 3m  
                   Concentration: 2 (25)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   416   -   NY 2171306785  
                   A small area of lightly patinated flakes, spilling down a grass and scree  slope to become incorporated with
                   a jumble of boulders.   
                   Size: c.3m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 1 (9)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   417   -   NY 2170606807  
                   A small area of medium flakes, some of which are lightly patinated, lying  amongst a boulder field on a
                   steep gradient. The site appears to have been  considerably disturbed by the movement of small boulders.   
                   Size: 2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (6)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   419   -   NY 2170006800  
                   This is a low scatter of flakes emerging from under vegetation and spilling  down the steep scree slope. 
The
                   small flakes are mainly concentrated at the  top of the site close to the vegetation, whilst the medium and
                   large flakes  occur lower down the site. All the flakes display light patination and some  and some have
                   brown staining.  
                   Size: 6m x 5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (26)  
                   Beside this main run-off, to the east there is another small but apparently  independent area of flaking at
                   NY 2170206801.  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   420   -   NY 2170006789  
                   This site is on a small ledge, adjacent to a hornstone boulder and  comprises very lightly patinated small
                   and medium flakes. The flakes  spill over the ledge on to a second small ledge and thence on to the grass 
                   slope.   
                   Size: 3m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (44)  
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                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   422   -   NY 2169006831  
                   This is a large area of mainly natural scree, but also some grassy areas  on top of a prominent crag. The
                   site comprises predominantly medium, and  occasionally large flakes, intermingled with the scree. The site
                   is partly   obscured by turf on its south-western edge and at NY 2169306824 there is  a small exposure of
                   the site through the turf-cover. From here the debitage  is scattered down the gentle slope. A limited
                   amount of medium flakes  has spilled over the edge of the crag, on to the steep grassy slope  below, where
                   there is an ill-defined concentration of flakes. Some of the  flakes are lightly patinated, and some display
                   a faint brown staining.   
                   Size: 20m x 7m  
                   Concentration: 2 (12)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   423   -   NY 2168306793  
                   This is an area of small, medium and large flakes amongst natural scree   by the side of a hornstone
                   outcrop. From here the material spills down  the grassy slope to fall into another area of natural scree.
                   Although  medium flakes predominate, occasional small and large flakes also occur.  Most of the flakes are
                   very lightly patinated.   
                   Size: 12m x 4m  
                   Concentration: 2 (14)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   424   -   NY 2168606809  
                   This is a concentration of flakes, including very small flakes, in a   shallow erosion channel, adjacent to
                   hornstone outcrops. The material is  accumulated in a 1.5m wide tail down the slope, with a few other 
flakes
                   on the grass nearby. The flakes have a white patina.  
                   Size: 3m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (40)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   425   -   NY 2168206797  
                   This site comprises a few flakes at the edge of the scree, where the ground  is partly moss-covered. The
                   flakes are most probably the general run-off   component of site 426. The flakes are patinated and
                   weathered.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (6)  
                     
                   426   -   NY 2167806807  
                   This area of flakes is amongst an exposed area of scree on the slope,  adjacent to hornstone outcrops. The
                   flakes on the slope merge with a  scree which also contains fragments and blocks of hornstone. The flakes 
                   are weathered and patinated. The site continues as a low concentration  band of debitage in general scree
                   down to NY 2168106800.   
                   Size: 8m x 4m  
                   Concentration: 2 (11)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   427   -   NY 2168206834  
                   This working area has relatively high flake concentrations. There is a  reasonable amount of run-off, mixed
                   with blocks and fragments of hornstone,  which spills down the slope to the edge of the crag. Below the 
crag
                   is  site 429 which is entirely run-off from this site.  
                   Size: 12m x 2m  
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                   Concentration: 3 (100)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   428   -   NY 2167706832  
                   This is a small patch of flakes in natural scree and it possibly includes   run-off from site 427. The
                   flakes are patinated white and weathered  black/brown. Fragments and blocks of hornstone are frequent in 
the
                   surrounding scree.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (6)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   429   -   NY 2167906820  
                   This is the run-off from site 427 and is immediately adjacent to the base   of a crag, below site 427. The
                   concentration is quite low and from  here it grades into a natural scree. The flakes are very lightly
                   patinated.  
                   Size: c.1m x 1m  
                     
                   430   -   NY 2166906811  
                   This is a small concentrated patch of flakes located in a coarse scree.  Part of the site may be obscured by
                   moss and the flakes are heavily  patinated brown.  
                   Size: 0.3m x 0.3m  
                   Concentration: 2 (16)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   431   -   NY 2162006808  
                   This is a small patch of patinated brown flakes in a coarse scree, a  scree which also contains coarse lumps
                   of hornstone. The site may be  partly covered by the coarse scree. There is a slight trickle of flakes  down
                   the slope.  
                   Size: 3m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (6)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   432   -   NY 2166406813  
                   A patch of heavily patinated, mainly large flakes in amongst a  coarse scree. Part of the site appears to be
                   covered by a later deposit  of coarse scree. Lumps of hornstone are visible in the surrounding scree.   
                   Size: 2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (8)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   433   -   NY 2166306803  
                   This is a tiny area of medium and small flakes nestling amongst boulders on  the steep scree-covered slope.
                   The flakes are partly covered by moss, and  are lightly patinated and most display brown staining.   
                   Size: 0.4m x 0.4m  
                   Concentration: 2 (26)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   434   -   NY 2166306803  
                   An area of medium and large flakes, intermingled with, and   partly covered by, natural scree falling down
                   the slope. The flakes are   lightly patinated, and have been carried down the slope by the scree for   about
                   2m.  
                   Size: c.0.4m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (10)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
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                   435   -   NY 2166506081  
                   A small area of lightly patinated flakes intermingled with the natural  scree.   
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 3  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   436   -   NY 2166306803   
                   The site consists of two small areas of working, about 2m apart.  Many of the flakes appear not to be
                   heavily patinated. The northern patch  has a slight trickle of flakes down the slope. There are lumps of
                   hornstone  present in the coarse scree around the site.   
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m (both)  
                   Concentration: 2 (12)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   437   -   NY 2166306803   
                   A small patch of flakes near the base of a large area of predominantly   natural scree. The flakes are
                   patinated and weathered.   
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (20)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   438   -   NY 2166306803   
                   The site comprises a few weathered flakes near the base of a mainly  natural scree.   
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (4)  
                   Flake size: Large  
                     
                   439   -   NY 2165206813  
                   This is a small patch of flakes intermingled with coarse scree, some of  which are buried within the scree.
                   There are lumps of hornstone in the  vicinity of the site. The patination of the flakes varies from light to
                   heavy.  
                   Size: c.1m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (8)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   440   -   NY 2164606814  
                   This a flake spread, about 3m long, in a loose scree and part of it  is obscured by moss. Hornstone is
                   present in the scree.  The flakes are  heavily patinated.  
                   Size: c.1m x 2m   
                   Concentration: 2 (16)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   441   -   NY 2165206838  
                   A small exposure of flakes trickling down the slope, in amongst a fine,   non-hornstone scree. This fine
                   scree overlies a coarser scree.  The flakes are lightly patinated, but have lichen/algae growing on them. 
                   This is a slightly dubious site, because of the low concentration of flakes.  
                   Size: c.1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (6)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   460   -   NY 2162906836  
                   This is a small patch of flakes in amongst a coarse scree. The flakes are  fairly heavily patinated,
                   weathered and covered in moss and lichen.  This probably represents the working of a single rough-out.   
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                   Size: 1m x 2m.  
                   Concentration: 2 (8)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                   
                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-b/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  405-441 & 460
                  VISITS =  Quartermaine J, Robinson K, Hindle C & Claris P/13&20/9/1985

8643    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  SCAFELL PIKE I/II
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  COPELAND   PARISH =  ESKDALE
                  NGR =  NY 2159706806 & 2160006850   HEIGHT OD =  805m - 818m
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 20 NW
                  DESCRIPTION =  
                     
                   442   -   NY 2159706806  
                   This small flake site has been exposed by erosion of the turf-cover.  It comprises some flakes alongside
                   small fragments of non-hornstone  material and, a few coarse lumps of exposed hornstone. On the  turf,
                   downslope from the main part of the site, there are some flakes which  must have arrived at their present
                   location in the recent past. This site  is not in the area of any other workings.   
                   Size: 2m x 4m  
                   Concentration: 2 (13)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   443   -   NY 2160006850  
                   This is an isolated patch of flakes in a coarse scree, with a partial   covering of moss. There are also
                   isolated lumps of hornstone in the scree.   The scree is situated on a shallow gradient, and consequently
                   there has been  only a little movement of material downslope. The site is situated between  the two main
                   areas of working on Rough Crag west (Scafell Pike I & II).   
                   Size: 2m x 3m  
                   Concentration: 2 (17)  
                   Flake size: Small & large  
                   
                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-b/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  442 & 443
                  VISITS =  Quartermaine J/13/9/1985

8644    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  SCAFELL PIKE II
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  COPELAND   PARISH =  ESKDALE
                  NGR =  NY 21560686 - 21460690   HEIGHT OD =  810m - 830m
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 20 NW
                  DESCRIPTION =  
                   444   -   NY 2156406879  
                   A small flaking site on the surface of a general scree, which is partly  obscured by moss growth. It is
                   located on the upper edge of a sloping  shelf, at the base of hornstone outcrops. The site is probably also 
                   obscured by later accumulations of fallen rock from above. The flakes are   patinated and weathered
                   green-brown.  
                   Size: 2m x 3m  
                   Concentration: 2 (20)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & occasionally large  
                     
                   445   -   NY 2156106879  
                   This working site is now only visible as a small concentration of flakes  in natural scree and is partly
                   obscured by rock cover and moss growth.  This small area of flakes is similar to site 444.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 2m  
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                   Concentration: 2 (14)  
                     
                   446   -   NY 2156306870  
                   A few flakes appearing as a component of an area of apparently natural   scree. This may indicate the
                   presence of a buried working area. The flakes  are weathered green/brown.   
                   Size: c.0.3m x 0.3m  
                   Concentration: 1 (3)  
                     
                   447   -   NY 2156006863  
                   A moderate concentration of flakes appearing at the base of an area of  apparently natural scree. This small
                   working site is now covered by a  later accumulation of scree. The flakes are lightly patinated white,   and
                   weathered greenish-brown.   
                   Size: c.1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (13)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   448   -   NY 2156206861  
                   This site comprises a low concentration of flakes mixed with other  natural material at the top of an area
                   of natural scree. The debitage  is exposed as a result of the erosion of a grassy bank, which is next to  a
                   small hornstone outcrop. However, the site is also likely to include some  run-off from other sites above.
                   The flakes have a light-white patina and  there is some dark weathering/staining.   
                   Size: 1m x 3m  
                   Concentration: 1 (4)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   449   -   NY 2155706853  
                   This site comprises a few flakes at the top of a natural scree which have   been exposed as a result of the
                   erosion of a grassy bank, which is about 3m  downslope from a hornstone outcrop. The flakes are visible 
only
                   as a thin  scatter on top of the scree and they do not appear in the scree further  downslope. This is
                   either run-off material from site 318, located above on  the hornstone outcrop, or, perhaps more likely, a
                   small working site, with  an additional run-off component. The flakes have a light white patina, and  some
                   have dark brown weathering.   
                   Size: c.3m x 3m  
                   Concentration:  1 (4)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   450   -   NY 2154806853  
                   A low concentration of flakes mixed with natural material  running, for about 5m, down a grassy slope 
from
                   the base of hornstone  outcrops. A few flakes also occur on the steps of hornstone above the  site, and it
                   is likely that this site includes run-off from other sites  
                   Size: 0.75m x 5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   451   -   NY 2155106855  
                   The site consists of occasional flakes in a narrow stream of natural scree  which runs from beneath
                   hornstone outcrops down a shelving grassy bank.  Blocks of hornstone appear in the scree. There is the
                   possibility that  this is not a flaking site, but instead the product of run-off material  from other sites
                   above. However, the only site directly above this one  is site 452, which has a lower concentration of
                   flakes than site 451, so  there is a reasonable case for independent flaking at this site. The flakes  are
                   lightly patinated.   
                   Size: 1m x 3m  
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                   Concentration: 2 (16)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   452   -   NY 2155406863  
                   The site comprises a few flakes on the surface of an accumulation of  scree on the upper ledge of a
                   hornstone outcrop. Larger blocks of hornstone  are also present in the scree, which is partly obscured by
                   moss and grass  cover. This may represent part of a working area, or possibly run-off  material from other
                   sites higher up the slope. The flakes are lightly   patinated white and weathered green/brown.   
                   Size: 1m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (8)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   453   -   NY 2155006864  
                   These are two small patches of flakes within a band of natural scree.   They may represent small scale
                   working on the surface of scree in this area   and/or may be accumulation of run-off material from higher
                   up. The flakes   are lightly patinated but otherwise clean.   
                   Size: 0.4m x 0.4m (both)  
                   Concentration: 2 (8)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   454   -   NY 2155106869  
                   A few flakes appearing at the edge of a natural scree slope. Other worked  material may be buried beneath
                   the natural scree. The flakes are patinated  and weathered.   
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (5)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   455   -   NY 2154606861  
                   A small patch of lightly patinated flakes mixed with a narrow stream of  scree. It is possibly run-off from
                   site 453.  
                   Size: 0.4m x 0.4m  
                   Concentration: 1 (9)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   456   -   NY 2154706869  
                   This is a small accumulation of flakes near the base of a natural  scree slope. The rest of the site is
                   possibly hidden by an overlying natural  scree formation. The flakes are weathered brown.   
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (12)  
                     
                   457   -   NY 2154406873  
                   A moderate concentration of debitage mixed with other scree and situated  amongst large blocks of 
hornstone.
                   The flakes are patinated, and quite  heavily weathered green/brown. The site is partly obscured by moss
                   growth.  It is possibly a small working site (as opposed to run-off).  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (7)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   458   -   NY 2152806863  
                   A small area of medium flakes on a grass ledge above the crag. The flakes  are intermingled with blocks of
                   natural scree, and spill down the steep  slope. The flakes have a light patination.  
                   Size: 3m x 3m  
                   Concentration: 2 (7)  
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                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   459   -   NY 2152506875  
                   This site comprises two flake concentrations which start in natural scree  and run over, and around each
                   side of a low outcrop of hornstone, to merge  at the base of the outcrop as a single run-off. There are no
                   clear centres  of flaking activity and it is probable that the working areas are partly  obscured by
                   vegetation slightly higher up the slope. The flakes are  patinated white, and are weathered green/brown.  
                   Size: 4m x 5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (45)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   460   -   NY 2162906836  
                   This site is described under PRN 8642, after site 441.   
                     
                   461   -   NY 2129607015  
                   This site is described under PRN 8646, before site 476.   
                     
                   462   -   NY 2151806868  
                   A site at the base of a small buttress which contains mainly medium, but  also occasional small flakes. The
                   site is considerably disturbed by loose  scree which has carried some flakes down the steep slope.   
                   Size: 2.5m x 2.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (8)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   463   -   NY 2150706874  
                   Area of medium flakes intermingled with natural scree and spilling down the  steep face of the outcrop. 
Most
                   of the flakes are lightly patinated.  
                   Size: 3m x 3m  
                   Concentration: 2 (12)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   464   -   NY 2151206879  
                   This is a dubious site that comprises only a small amount of flakes, of  which some are probably natural.
                   This limited amount of debitage is mixed  with natural finely graded scree material which spills down a
                   small gully.  This is possibly not a working site.  
                   Size: 4m x 0.75m  
                   Concentration: 1 (3)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   465   -   NY 2150306879  
                   An area of medium flakes intermingled with scree and spilling down a steep   slope. The flakes are lightly
                   patinated.  
                   Size: c.6m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (8)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   466   -   NY 2149106885  
                   A small site amongst a jumble of scree and boulders on the slope of a steep   craggy outcrop. The flakes 
are
                   rather heavily patinated and have been   carried part of the way down the slope by the scree.  
                   Size: c.3m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (7)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
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                   467   -   NY 2148806886  
                   This is a small area of lightly patinated flakes amongst boulders on a  small ledge about 3m from site 466.
                   A limited amount of debitage spills  over the edge.  
                   Size: 2m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (8)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   468   -   NY 2146406895  
                   A strip of lightly patinated flakes spilling down a grass and scree slope.  The flakes are mainly medium
                   although there are some small flakes, found  primarily in the upper part of the site.  
                   Size: 4.5m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (19)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium
                   
                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-b/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  444 - 468
                  VISITS =  Quartermaine J, Robinson K & Claris P/13&20/9/1985

8645    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  SCAFELL PIKE III (Mickledore)
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  COPELAND   PARISH =  ESKDALE
                  NGR =  NY 21200694 - 21140697   HEIGHT OD =  830m - 842m
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 20 NW
                  DESCRIPTION =  
                   469   -   NY 2120006938  
                   An area of small and medium flakes, on a small grassy plateau.  Some of the flakes, which are lightly
                   patinated, are on the surface, whilst   others are found protruding from the vegetation. There are distinct
                   areas   of small flakes at the western side of the plateau, whilst medium flakes  are found all over the
                   plateau.  
                   Size: c.10m x 4m  
                   Concentration: 2 (23)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   470   -   NY 2117406949  
                   This is a very small area of patinated, medium flakes lying amongst a steep  coarse scree. It possibly
                   represents the working of a single rough-out.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (7)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   471   -   NY 2117306956  
                   This is a very small area of patinated medium flakes occurring amongst  the steep coarse scree. The site
                   possibly represents the working of a  single rough-out.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (7)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   472   -   NY 2115906932  
                   This is a small site, which mainly comprises medium flakes. The site is  surrounded by scree and 
vegetation
                   and it is situated on gently  sloping scree, which terminates in a grassy area. The flakes are patinated.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m   
                   Concentration: 2 (18)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
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                   473   -   NY 2115006941  
                   A very small area of flakes within natural scree. The majority of the flakes  are medium with only three
                   large flakes. The flakes are patinated and   stained brown.  
                   Size: 1.5m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (7)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   474   -   NY 2115506960  
                   This very small site is partly hidden by a large boulder on a steep scree- covered slope that is strewn with
                   large boulders. The few medium flakes are  patinated and may represent the working of a single rough-out.   
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (6)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   475   -   NY 2114006964  
                   A very small site surrounded by coarse natural scree. The majority of  the flakes are medium, with some
                   small ones. The flakes are patinated  with lichen growing on them.   
                   Size: 0.75m x 0.75m  
                   Concentration: 1 (9)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium
                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-b/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  469 - 475
                  VISITS =  Robinson K & Hindle C/20/9/1985

8646    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  SCAFELL PIKE IV
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  COPELAND   PARISH =  ESKDALE 
                  NGR =  NY 21290691 - 21260704   HEIGHT OD =  830m-890m
                  DESCRIPTION =  
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  461 & 476 - 545

                   461   -   NY 2129607015   
                   This site is  very close to the group of sites: 514, 515 & 516. It is  a small patch of tiny flakes
                   sheltered beneath some large boulders,   beside a small crag.   
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m  
                     
                   476   -   NY 2129406913  
                   A small area of medium and large flakes, lying amongst some small hornstone   boulders. Some of the 
flakes
                   are lightly patinated. The site possibly   represents the working of a single rough-out.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (12)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   477   -   NY 2127906915  
                   This is a small area of flakes lying on top of the natural scree. The site  would seem to be undisturbed and
                   is heavily covered by moss. The flakes are  lightly patinated and most display brown staining.  
                   Size: 1.75m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (30)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   478   -   NY 2128706921  
                   This a small area of medium flakes lying on top of the natural scree, next  to a hornstone outcrop. The site
                   is partly covered by moss and is possibly  undisturbed. The flakes are quite heavily patinated and stained
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                   brown.  
                   Size: 0.75m x 0.75m  
                   Concentration: 2 (12)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   479   -   NY 2128506924  
                   A small area of mainly medium, but a few small flakes lying adjacent to a  hornstone outcrop. The site lies
                   on top of the natural scree, and is  possibly undisturbed. The flakes are lightly patinated and some are 
                   stained brown.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (17)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   480   -   NY 2126506929  
                   A spread of lightly patinated medium flakes, which spill down the steep   scree slope. The flakes are
                   intermingled with the scree.  
                   Size: 5.5m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (10)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   481   -   NY 2129406953  
                   This site comprises a very few flakes present in a fine scree. Flakes  appear to protrude from vegetation.
                   It is a dubious site.  
                   Size: c.4m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (1)  
                   Flake size: Small  
                     
                   482   -   NY 2128606950  
                   This small site is in an area of scree which spills down a low  outcrop. The flakes are patinated and there
                   is much vegetation in the area.   
                   Size: 0.2m x 0.3m  
                   Concentration: 1 (8)  
                   Flake size: Small  
                     
                   483   -   NY 2127306950  
                   The site is at the base of a large area of scree, with an area of grassland  to the south of it. The flakes
                   are patinated and stained brown.   
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (12)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   484   -   NY 2129306959  
                   A very small site of small flakes lying adjacent to a hornstone block. The  flakes are lightly patinated,
                   and most display brown staining. The site  lies on top of the natural scree and is probably undisturbed.  
                   Size: 0.2m x 0.2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (9)  
                   Flake size: Small  
                     
                   485   -   NY 2125306960  
                   An area of small and medium flakes, partly obscured by natural scree and  moss. The site lies adjacent to a
                   hornstone boulder and continues for about  4m downslope. Many of the flakes are patinated and stained 
brown,
                    particularly the medium ones.   
                   Size: c.4m x 1m  
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                   Concentration: 2 (23)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   486   -   NY 2128306980  
                   The site is located between six large boulders lying on the natural scree.  It appears that the boulders
                   have fallen on the site as there are occasional  flakes in the area around the boulders. The flakes are
                   patinated and have  algae growth.  
                   Size: 3m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (8)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   487   -   NY 2127806982  
                   At this site the fine scree is localised to the area of the site while  the coarser scree and larger blocks
                   surround the site. The flakes are  patinated.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (3)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   488   -   NY 2127706986  
                   At this site there are a few patinated flakes within a natural scree.  
                   Size: 3m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (6)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   489   -   NY 2127706989  
                   A small site with a low concentration of flakes. There is an outcrop 5m  to the north-east of the area and
                   there are many large boulders in  close proximity to the site. Both patinated and unpatinated flakes are 
                   present.  
                   Size: 2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (6)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   490   -   NY 2127506985  
                   This is a small site spilling over a low outcrop. All the flakes are  patinated.  
                   Size: 1.5m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (8)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   491   -   NY 2125506977  
                   This is a limited scatter of small and medium flakes adjacent to hornstone  blocks. The flakes are
                   intermingled with a strip of small natural scree  fragments, lying within a large area of a coarser natural
                   scree.  
                   Size: 3m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (10)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   492   -   NY 2126006984  
                   A scatter of small and medium flakes adjacent to a hornstone block. The site   is partly covered by a very
                   thin growth of moss. The flakes are intermingled  with a strip of a fine natural scree.  
                   Size: 2.5m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (25)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   493   -   NY 2127206993  
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                   This very small site is 1m below site 494, and possibly has some run off  from it. It is on top of a small
                   crag that is 5m high with respect to the  main level of the scree, which surrounds the site. There is brown
                   staining  on the flakes  
                   Size: 0.75m x 0.75m  
                   Concentration: 2 (19)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   494   -   NY 2128606995  
                   This small site is just above site 493 and partly runs off  into site 493. As with many of these sites it is
                   protruding from, and  surrounded by natural scree. There is an outcrop of hornstone 10m to the   south-
east.
                   The flakes have brown staining.   
                   Size: 1.5m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (13)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   495   -   NY 2125406996  
                   An area of medium, and a few small, flakes, which occur mainly at  the top of the site. Many of the flakes
                   are patinated and stained brown.  The site is partly covered by moss and scree.  
                   Size: 3.5m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (6)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   496   -   NY 2123006975  
                   This site was visited when the plan was drawn but the description was not   recorded in the field. It
                   comprises a low concentration spread of flakes  along the top of a slight ridge with a tiny path running
                   through it.  
                   Size: 6m x 4m  
                   Concentration: 1/2  
                     
                   497   -   NY 2123606985  
                   A small area of lightly patinated medium flakes, nestling amongst the  steeply sloping scree. The natural
                   scree has encroached heavily on to the  site.  
                   Size: 1.5m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (7)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   498   -   NY 2120306994  
                   This is a small site lying amongst natural scree, and partly covered by  moss. The flakes are all lightly
                   patinated and display brown staining. The  site may possibly represent the working of a single rough-out.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (7)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   499   -   NY 2120206992  
                   A small site containing both small and medium flakes. The site lies amidst  natural scree, and is partly
                   covered by moss. The medium flakes are  noticeably more patinated and brown-stained than the small 
flakes. 
                    Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (13)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   500   -   NY 2119306997  
                   A small area of medium and occasional large flakes, amidst an area of   natural scree. Some of the flakes
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                   are lightly patinated.  
                   Size: 2.5m x 0.75m  
                   Concentration: 2 (32)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   501   -   NY 2122807002  
                   A small area of medium flakes lying amidst an area of natural scree. The   flakes are lightly patinated and
                   display brown staining.  
                   Size: 1.5m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (14)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   502   -   NY 2125307001  
                   An area of medium sized flakes with a few small flakes which is heavily  covered by natural scree and 
moss.
                   Some of the flakes appear to have been  swept down the slope by the scree. The flakes are mostly patinated
                   and  stained brown.   
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (9)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   503   -   NY 2128207001  
                   This small site comprises small and medium flakes. The medium flakes, some  of which are patinated, lie 
on
                   top and amongst the natural scree, whilst  the small flakes lie below the medium flakes.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (12)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   504   -   NY 2128907003  
                   A small site with small and medium flakes mixed in with the natural scree.   A boulder beside the site has
                   to a limited extent prevented the spread of  scree on to the site. There are abundant blocks of hornstone in
                   the near  vicinity.   
                   Size: 1.5m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   505   -   NY 2129307003  
                   This small site comprises patinated small and medium flakes which are  located under a small hornstone
                   block. There is much natural scree  intermingled with the flakes and small hornstone blocks are abundant 
in 
                   the vicinity.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (10)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   506   -   NY 2129107007  
                   This is a small area of mainly medium, and a few large flakes,   intermingled with natural scree. The site
                   may represent the working of a   single rough-out. There are abundant hornstone blocks in the vicinity.  
                   Size: 2m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (17)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   507   -   NY 2127207007  
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                   This site comprises a few flakes in a small linear strip of scree. It  is lower than site 508, and may
                   possibly be a continuation of it. The  flakes are patinated and have brown staining.  
                   Size: 2m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (8)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   508   -   NY 2127307012  
                   This is a small dense site on its own small ledge. It is in a slight  hollow with respect to its northern
                   edge. The flakes appear to continue   underneath the surrounding natural scree. The flakes are patinated.  
                   Size: 2.5m x 1.75m  
                   Concentration: 3 (117)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   509   -   NY 2127007008  
                   This is a small site below a small craggy break of slope, away from the  main part of area IV. The site lies
                   adjacent to numerous hornstone  blocks and has become incorporated amongst the natural scree. Most of 
the 
                   flakes are lightly patinated and some display brown staining.  
                   Size: 2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (24)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                   
                   510   -   NY 2125607008  
                   A small area of small and medium flakes, some patinated, at the edge of an  area of scree. It is close to a
                   strip of vegetation.   
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   511   -   NY 2125907015  
                   This small flat area contains a few small and medium flakes, which are  patinated and stained brown. The
                   site is partly overlain by both natural  scree and vegetation and is partly protected by two hornstone
                   blocks.  
                   Size: 0.75m 0.75m  
                   Concentration: 2 (15)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   512   -   NY 2126407018  
                   This is a slight hollow containing a few medium flakes, some of which are  patinated. The site is partly
                   covered by moss.   
                   Size 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (30)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   513   -   NY 2126907018  
                   This small area contains a few medium flakes overlying natural scree. This   possibly represents the 
working
                   of a single rough-out.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   514   -   NY 2129007017  
                   This is a circular depression into which a considerable amount of scree   has fallen. There are a few 
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medium
                   flakes on the south side of the  depression, of which some are patinated.  
                   Size: 3m x 3m,  0.5m deep  
                   Concentration: 2 (8)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   515   -   NY 2129207015  
                   This area comprises predominantly medium, and a few small, flakes. At the  northern half of the site there
                   is a moss covered hollow (0.3m deep) into  which flakes and scree appear to have fallen. Most of the flakes
                   are either  patinated or stained brown.  
                   Size: 1.5m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (25)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   516   -   NY 2129407013  
                   This small hollow is set amongst natural scree and contains both small  and medium flakes, some of which 
are
                   patinated and show brown staining. The   smaller flakes tend to lie around the edge of the site.   
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (31)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   517   -   NY 2130007025  
                   This is a small area of medium flakes, mostly overlain by natural scree  and moss. The flakes are patinated,
                   stained brown and possibly represent  the working of a single rough-out.   
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2m (8)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   518   -   NY 2128607027  
                   The site is a roughly rectangular depression 0.3m deep. It is   protected from scree by boulders on its
                   north-east side, and very little  scree has fallen into the depression. The site contains medium and a few 
                   small flakes , some patinated and stained brown.   
                   Size: 1.9m x 0.85m  
                   Concentration: 2 (40)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   519   -   NY 2128607027  
                   This site is a small sub-rectangular depression (0.2m deep) containing a  few small and medium flakes and 
a
                   lot of natural scree which has fallen  into the hollow. The site may represent the working of a single
                   rough-out.  
                   Size: 1m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (3)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   520   -   NY 2125907021  
                   A small area of medium flakes, partly protected by a small hornstone block.  The site has patchy vegetation
                   and natural scree cover. It is within  the main part of area IV, as defined by a background count of flakes.
                   Just  to the east of the site this background count diminishes altogether.  
                   Size: 1.5m x 1m  
                   Concentration:  2 (31)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
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                   521   -   NY 2126507022  
                   A small area of medium flakes protected by a hornstone block. The site   is partly covered by vegetation 
and
                   natural scree. The site is within the   main part of area IV as defined by a background count of flakes.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 3 (49)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   522   -   NY 2126707024  
                   This is an area of small, medium and a few large flakes. Some of the medium  flakes on this site may have
                   originated from sites 532a and 523 as there is  a small run-off from these two sites which spill down the
                   slope and into  part of site 522. The small flakes are on the north side of the site  where they protrude
                   from beneath two boulders of hornstone and some turf.  Some medium and larger flakes from this site may 
be
                   falling into  site 521, some 5m downslope. Only a few flakes are patinated and  stained brown. This site is
                   within the main part of area IV as defined by  the background count.   
                   Size: 3m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 3 (50)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   523   -   NY 2127007026  
                   This is an area of small and medium flakes largely overlain by scree. The  highest concentration of flakes
                   occurs immediately below a largish boulder,  and the smallest flakes are protected by the boulder. As the
                   flakes run  down the slope they are joined by flakes emerging downslope from site 532a  and together they
                   appear to drop over a small step into site 522. A few of  the flakes are patinated  This site is within the
                   main part of area IV, and  it is related to the other sites of the group by a general background 
                   concentration of flakes.  
                   Size:  2m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 3 (81)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   524   -   NY 2127207024  
                   The site is a small sub-triangular depression (0.75m deep) that is protected  by two large rocks. A few
                   large coarse flakes were found plus one possible   hammerstone. The flakes are stained brown and are
                   slightly patinated. The  site is within the main part of area IV which is defined by a background 
                   concentration of flakes.   
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (23)  
                   Flake size: Large  
                   Finds: Hammerstone  
                     
                   525   -   NY 2127707024  
                   This is a sub-rectangular/oval depression (0.5m deep max.) containing a   considerable amount of natural
                   scree. The flakes are concentrated at the   extreme north-western edge of the hollow and nearly all of them
                   show  some patination and brown staining. The eastern limit of the depression   is marked by a large block
                   which is partly covered by natural scree. Small  hornstone blocks are abundant in this area. This site is
                   within the main   part of area IV as defined by the background count of flakes.   
                   Size: 2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (24)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                   
                   526   -   NY 2128307022  
                   This is a small site containing small and medium flakes. The small flakes  are concentrated on the 
downslope
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                   side where they are protected from the   spread of natural scree by two small boulders. This is in contrast
                   to the  the upper part of the site where the natural scree has covered much of the  site. Many of the flakes
                   are heavily patinated and stained brown. This site  is just within the main part of area IV as defined by a
                   background   concentration of flakes. Just to the south-east, the background  count decreases to nothing.   
                   Size: 3m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (12)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   527   -   NY 2128007027  
                   This is a sub-rectangular/oval depression (0.3m deep max.) containing a   considerable amount of natural
                   scree overlying predominantly small and   medium flakes with a few large ones. There are quite a few
                   hornstone blocks   intermingled with the natural scree and also one rough-out near the centre  of the site.
                   The site is within the main part of area IV, which is defined  by a general background concentration of
                   flakes.  
                   Size: 2m x 1.3m  
                   Concentration: 2 (20)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                   Finds: Rough out  
                     
                   528   -   NY 2128307030  
                   A poorly defined site 2m to the east of site 529. It is on the surface of   and intermingling with natural
                   scree. Blocks of hornstone are common in  the area and many show signs of either working or natural 
flaking.
                   This  site is within the main part of area IV.   
                   Size: 2m x 2m  
                   Concentration:  2 (12)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   529   -   NY 2129007031  
                   This is a well defined oval, flat bottomed hollow. It has an artificial  shape and there is a possibility
                   that the hollow was not formed naturally.  Unworked scree material has built up around the site and 
provides
                   limited  protection for the flaking area. However, this scree material, including  some small blocks of
                   hornstone, has tumbled on to the floor of the site,  particularly at the western and northern edges. In
                   general the  site appears to be relatively undisturbed, and comprises flakes of all  sizes although the
                   smaller and medium flakes are concentrated at the  north-eastern edge of the site. A few flakes exhibit
                   patination and brown  staining. There is a small spill of flakes from this site downslope and  there is a
                   slight run-off in to site 532b. The site is well within the main  part of area IV, which has a general
                   background concentration.   
                   Size: 5m x 3m  
                   Concentration: 4 (220)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   531  -   NY 2127407028  
                   This is a small irregularly shaped area of small flakes partly covered by  natural scree and small hornstone
                   blocks. The site appears to continue under   the natural scree and spills downhill into the shallow, 1m wide
                   channel (site  532b) that runs north/south down the natural slope. The small size of the  flakes suggests
                   that fine trimming of rough-outs took place at this site.  The site is within the main part of area IV,
                   which is defined by a general  background concentration of flakes.   
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (45)  
                   Flake size: Small  
                     
                   532   -   NY 2126807030  
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                   The site  is split into two parts a) and b):  
                   532a:  This is an irregularly shaped site of many medium flakes now   widely covered by a considerable
                   amount of natural scree and small hornstone blocks. At the north-east end of the site there is a small  
                   level area of flakes below a wall of upcast scree standing 1.2m high.   The flakes appear to continue down
                   the slope and eventually merge with the flakes from site 523 which similarly continue down the slope. The 
                   flakes from these two sites then appear to spread as a single run-off and  spill down a shallow ledge into
                   site 522. A few flakes exhibit patination and brown staining.    
                   Size: 4m x 4m           
                   Concentration: 3 (118)  
                   532 b :  This part is a slight depression containing mainly medium  flakes, but also a few large flakes.
                   They are partly hidden by overlying  scree, particularly at the west end. The spill from 532b leads into the
                   main part of the site (532a). The flakes are patinated.  
                   Size: 4m x 1.5m   
                   Concentration: 2 (33)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   533   -   NY 2127407032  
                   An irregular, crescent-shaped, flat site comprising mainly medium  flakes, occasionally large flakes and a
                   few small flakes at the extreme  east end of the site where they are protected from the spread of natural 
                   scree by a large block. The site appears to have been limited by largish  blocks apart from at the western
                   end where it is limited by the possible  upcast of scree from site 532a. Some flakes show patination and
                   brown  staining.  There is a slight circular depression filled with scree and  a few medium and large flakes
                   at the east end of the site. In general the  whole site is in a slight hollow, which is most distinct in the
                   east. There  is an abundance of hornstone blocks in the vicinity of the site. The site  is within the main
                   part of area IV, as defined by a general background  concentration.  
                   Size: 4m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 3 (60)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   534   -   NY 2126807033  
                   A small depression (0.4m deep) containing natural scree and a few   medium flakes. The site lies 2m south 
of
                   site 536, 2m east of site   535 and is delimited on the south side by possible upcast from site   532a. The
                   site is within the main part of area IV.   
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (19)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   535   -   NY 2126607035  
                   This is a collection of 9 rough-outs placed on top of a split boulder. The   group is situated 2m to the
                   north-west of site 134 and 3m west of site 132.   Small hornstone blocks are abundant in the vicinity. Five
                   of the rough-outs   display either brown staining or patination. The axes are beside the main   part of area
                   IV and it would seem probable that this is a recent collection   by a rough-out collector who has searched
                   for axes, and after selecting the  best has abandoned these in a pile. There is no axe working associated
                   with  this collection.              
                   Finds: Rough outs x8  
                     
                   536   -   NY 2126907035  
                   A small site consisting of a depression protected by a large rock on the   north-east side. The flakes are
                   mainly medium but there are also a few  large flakes. The site has accumulated a considerable amount of
                   natural  scree. Some scree and flakes have spilt down the slope from site 537 into  this site. Small blocks
                   of hornstone are plentiful in the close vicinity  and some appear to have been worked or naturally
                   fractured. The site is  within the main part of area IV.   
                   Size:  1.5m x 1m  
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                   Concentration: 2 (16)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   537   -   NY 2127207036  
                   A slightly irregularly shaped site containing some medium and large flakes,  but covered considerably by
                   natural scree. At the north-east edge   of the site there is a large rock under which there are signs of
                   excavation  and a moderate amount of medium and small flakes. This excavation has the  appearance of a
                   tunnel, it is about 1m deep and contains a block of  hornstone which shows evidence of having been 
worked.
                   However, this rock  seems to be of a slightly different geology to the flakes and only a very  small part is
                   worked. Although there is a case for suggesting that the  scree has been excavated to obtain hornstone
                   blocks, there does not appear  to be evidence for quarrying of the outcrop.  
                   Hornstone blocks are in abundance and a large one separates this site from  site 538. The site may have 
been
                   delimited around most of its perimeter by  large blocks of stone and by the possible upcast from site 532a. 
                   Consequently it is in a slight hollow.  
                   The site is well within the main part of area IV, which is an area defined  by a background concentration of
                   flakes in between the sites which are  centres of flaking.   
                   Size: 3m x 3m   
                   Concentration: 2  (30)  
                   Finds: Rough out  
                     
                   538   -   NY 2127307035  
                   A small flat area of predominantly medium and also a few small flakes. It   is partly covered by moss and
                   natural scree, and most of the flakes   exhibit brown staining and patination. The site is separated from  
                   site 537 to the north by a hornstone block. The site is within the   main part of area IV.   
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration:  2 (15)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   539   -   NY 2127607038  
                   A slightly irregular oval shaped site containing medium and large coarsely   worked flakes. Part of the site
                   is buried under encroaching natural scree.   Patches of moss appear sporadically on the site. There is a
                   block of unworked   hornstone, which forms the northern edge of the site.   
                   Size: 2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (41)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   540   -   NY 2128007038   
                   The site is split into two parts a) and b), representing two centres of   flaking; the run-offs from the two
                   centres merge.        
                   a) A flat circular site surrounded by large stones except at the south -east end where flakes spill through
                   a gap in the surrounding stones to   mingle with flakes spilling from site 540b. A block of hornstone,  
                   separating parts a) and b) of this site, shows evidence of working.   There is a low bank/wall of stones,
                   1.75m long and 0.5m high, which appears  to separate parts a) and b). The natural scree is beginning to
                   spill   down the slope on to the site, which appears relatively undisturbed.         
                   Size: 1.5m x 1.5m   
                   Concentration: 4 (288)           
                   b) At NY 2127907038. This part of the site is well-defined because of  the surrounding hornstone blocks 
and
                   comprises small, medium and large  flakes. Small flakes appear in the centre of the site with medium and 
                   large flakes appearing towards the edges. The site is relativly undisturbed  with a minimum of natural scree
                   encroaching upon the site. Some flakes  spill down the slope and mingle with the flakes from part a).  
                   Size: c.6m x 3m  
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                   Concentration:  4 (220)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   542   -   NY 2128307040  
                   An irregularly shaped area of medium sized hornstone blocks, immediately  above site 540b. This is a very
                   ill-defined site and only a few flakes were  found. A few flakes at the north-east end of site 540b may have
                   fallen in  from this site, or alternatively this may be part of site 540b. The site is  within the main part
                   of area IV which is defined by a general background  concentration. However, the concentration of this site
                   is not much higher  than the average background concentration.  
                   Size: 5m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 1 (1)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   543   -   NY 2127307042  
                   A reasonably large area of small and medium flakes and a few large, mixed  with natural scree. The site is
                   partly overlain by moss and some   natural scree, but there is no evidence of disturbance. The site appears 
                   to be delimited by large stones around the edge. The site is within the   main part of area IV.   
                   Size: 2m x 2m  
                   Concentration:  2 (28)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   544   -   NY 2126007045  
                   A small circular depression away from the main part of area IV. It    contains flakes partly covered by
                   moss, which overlie naturally   weathered rock. The flakes are lightly patinated. The site has probably  
                   not been disturbed recently, consequently the hollow is possibly ancient.  The scree around is generally not
                   hornstone although there are the  occasional hornstone blocks.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 3 (54)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   545   -   NY 2126007030  
                   A small area of small flakes much covered by vegetation and scree.  Consequently it is difficult to
                   determine the full extent of the site.   
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (8)  
                   Flake size: Small

                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-b/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  VISITS =  Robinson K & Hindle C/1,20,22 & 26/8/1985 
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 20 NW
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  461 & 476 - 545

8647    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  SCAFELL PIKE V
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  COPELAND   PARISH =  ESKDALE
                  NGR =  NY 212071   HEIGHT OD =  865m-903m
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  546-591
                  DESCRIPTION =  

                   546   -   NY 2117507011  
                   A very small area of small flakes dark brown stained lying amongst   boulders. They are largely overgrown 
by
                   moss and are presumably undisturbed.  The site possibly represents the working of a single rough-out.   
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (3)  
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                   Flake size: Small  
                     
                   547   -   NY 2121907022  
                   An isolated  patch of white patinated flakes, partly covered by moss, in  between some stones. The site is
                   questionable, as it only just complied  with the five flake definition of a site. It is surveyed in at a
                   lower  accuracy than the rest of the sites and is of the order of +- 2m.  
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   548   -   NY 2124807065  
                   A small area of medium flakes, some showing brown staining and patination.   The flakes lie on top of
                   natural scree and possibly represent the working   of a single rough-out.   
                   Size:  0.4m x 0.4m  
                   Concentration: 2 (22)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   549   -   NY 2122107053  
                   A small area of partly patinated flakes with patchy moss cover.  The site is in close proximity to the path.
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m   
                   Concentration: 1 (2)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   550   -   NY 21210705  
                   A widely spread area of largely unpatinated flakes with much disturbance  caused by the public path. This
                   disturbance may have caused the spread of  flakes to extend down slope, resulting in a site that is
                   artificially  elongated. However the site is not just limited to the area of the path and  there are flakes
                   up to 2m away from the path at the lower end of the site,  hence the length of the site does not only
                   represent recent disturbance.   There is a growth of moss in the surrounding area, though not on the site. 
                   Size: 22m x 6m  
                   Concentration: 2 (43)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   551   -   NY 2119207044  
                   A small area of patinated flakes on the path, which is separate from site  550. There is a growth of moss
                   and grass encroaching on to the path.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (11)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   552   -   NY 2118507039  
                   A small site which comprises a few small and medium flakes, partly covered  by scree. This site may be 
the
                   working debris from the production of a  single rough-out.   
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   553   -   NY 2115807028  
                   The site is 3m below a small outcrop and is surrounded by large   boulders. The small flakes seem to be
                   concentrated at the north-east end    of the site and there is a large flat tabular boulder at the base of
                   the   site. 75% of the flakes are patinated and stained brown.   
                   Size: 1m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 3 (98)  
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                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   554   -   NY 2118207039  
                   A small elongated spread of patinated flakes. The site is surrounded by  natural scree with the flakes
                   spreading underneath. It is next to a modern  cairn in close proximity to the path.   
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 3 (90)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   555   -   NY 2118307053  
                   A fairly large area of scree, with a low concentration of flakes,  directly above a small outcrop. The scree
                   is predominantly natural with  partial moss and vegetation cover. The flakes are patinated and stained 
                   brown.   
                   Size: 3m x 5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (2)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   556   -   NY 2114907046  
                   This site comprises six flakes in a large area of natural scree.  This only just qualifies as a site in
                   terms of the 5 flake definition.  
                   Size: 0.25m x 0.25m   
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
                   Flake size: Large  
                     
                   557   -   NY 2114307065  
                   A small site which is largely covered by moss and scree. The flakes are  stained brown and are spread in a
                   linear stream down the slope.   
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (42)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   558   -   NY 2114707066  
                   A small site which possibly extends under natural scree. There is brown   staining on the flakes.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (6)  
                     
                   559   -   NY 2114907064  
                   The main area of concentration is small but in some areas a little   scattering has occurred. The flakes are
                   largely stained brown, but   with some patination.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (19)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   560   -   NY 2115307066  
                   At this site there are a very few flakes present in a small area of the   scree. There is patination and
                   brown staining present on the flakes and   there is a growth of moss in the area. There are large boulders
                   of hornstone  above the area.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (3)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   561   -   NY 211580706  
                   This site comprises a low concentration of flakes, interspersed with  natural scree. The flakes have brown
                   staining and patination and there  is a growth of moss in the area.   
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                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (4)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   562   -   NY 2116507065  
                   A small site, above a small outcrop, surrounded and covered by natural  scree. There is patination and 
brown
                   staining present on the flakes.  
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (38)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   563   -   NY 2116907067  
                   A small site with a few flakes, all of which are patinated and stained   brown. There is natural scree
                   surrounding and on top of the site and there   is an extensive growth of moss in the area. The site is on a
                   small terrace   at the base of a steep area of scree.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (11)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   564   -   NY 2115207060  
                   This is an elongated site following the slope, which comprises brown  stained mainly medium flakes. The
                   growth of moss covers much of the area.   
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (22)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   565   -   NY 2113807068  
                   This site comprises an ill-defined large scatter of patinated flakes amongst the
                   natural scree, with greater concentrations at NY 2114207069,  NY 2114107074 and NY 2113707072. The 
site has
                   patchy vegetation cover and  is crossed by a small path creating patchy erosion. At the base of the site 
                   there is an increase of gradient coinciding with the start of a natural area  of scree and the flakes tend
                   to be dispersed into this steeper scree.  
                   Size:  10m x 5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (17) (there are higher concentrations at the grid  references stated above)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   566   -   NY 2111607047  
                   A small site containing lightly patinated and lightly brown stained medium  flakes lying adjacent to the
                   path.   
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (9)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   567   -   NY 2116207076  
                   The top part of this site emerges from an area of turf-cover, and is on  a greater gradient than the grassed
                   area. The site has a very low and  loosely spread concentration of flakes.  
                   Size 5m x 5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (1)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   568   -   NY 2115907086  
                   A small concentration of flakes in a natural scree. There is brown staining  and patination on the flakes.  
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                   Size: 0.3m x 0.3m  
                   Concentration: 2 (8)  
                   Flake size: Medium   
                   
                   569   -   NY 2116407107  
                   The site is near an outcrop of natural rock and a small gully and is   surrounded by natural scree. The
                   flakes have patination and brown staining.  
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 3 (94)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   570   -   NY 2117207118  
                   At this site the stained brown flakes are spread in an elongated form down  an area of natural scree. The
                   site is about 7m from a small outcrop.   
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 3 (147)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   571   -   NY 2117407131  
                   This site comprises a few stained brown flakes on a small plateau where  there is much moss growing in 
the
                   area which obscures part of the site.  
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (4)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   572   -   NY 2118507120  
                   This is a moderately high concentration of patinated flakes which appear  to be partly covered by the 
growth
                   of moss. The site is on a gentle slope  and there are large blocks of hornstone in close proximity.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 4 (224)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   573   -   NY 2118307118  
                   The site is close to site 572 and there are very few flakes present.  There is patination and brown staining
                   on the flakes and there is a growth   of moss partly covering the area.   
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (3)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   574   -   NY 2118507115  
                   A small area, about 2m from site 573, containing a few brown stained  flakes on top of natural scree on a
                   gentle gradient. There is a small  growth of moss at the site.  
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (23)  
                   Flake size: Large  
                     
                   575   -   NY 2117607106  
                   This site has a very few, partly patinated, flakes and is on top of a small  outcrop. There is limited moss
                   growth in the area.             
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
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                   576   -   NY 2117707103  
                   A site near to site 575 on top of a small outcrop. There is much patination  on the flakes. Moss and grass
                   are growing in the area.   
                   Size: 1m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 3 (121)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   577   -   NY 2117007099  
                   This is a moderately large site of patinated and brown stained flakes,  which is surrounded by natural scree
                   on a gentle slope. There is moss    growth in the area.   
                   Size: 1m x 1.75m  
                   Concentration: 4 (163)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   578   -   NY 2118707088  
                   This is a very small site at the top of an alignment of sites   comprising: 578, 579 and 580. The flakes
                   protrude from the natural   scree, and are patinated and have brown staining.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (14)  
                     
                   579   -   NY 2118607087  
                   This is a very small flake site on gently sloping ground which is bounded  on two sides by grassed areas. It
                   is partly covered by an area of low  density natural scree. The flakes are patinated.   
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (10)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   580   -   NY 2118607085  
                   This site is at the base of a group of sites comprising: 578, 579 and 580.  It is small but has a dense
                   concentration of flakes. There is patination  and brown staining on the flakes.   
                   Size:  0.3m x 0.4m  
                   Concentration: 2 (21)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   581   -   NY 2120107090  
                   The site is in a large area of vegetation and comprises a small amount   of flakes emerging from grass and
                   moss vegetation. The flakes are   patinated and they are in a tight cluster.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (14)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   582   -   NY 2120907084  
                   At this site the flakes are in a small oval hollow. Natural scree   surrounds the area and there is a
                   limited scattering of flakes into the  natural scree. The flakes are patinated.       
                   Size: 1.5m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 3 (56)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   583   -   NY 2121407083  
                   A small site comprising many, predominantly small flakes emerging from  underneath moss cover. All the
                   flakes are patinated and there is lichen  present. The area is surrounded by natural scree.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 4 (344)  
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                   Flake size: Small & large  
                     
                   584   -   NY 2121607079  
                   A small flake site with patinated flakes. The area is surrounded by natural   scree.   
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2  
                     
                   585   -   NY 2120907070  
                   A tiny irregular area of flakes flowing down the slope. There are very few  flakes present, all of which are
                   weathered brown. There is a small gully   to the east of the site containing large blocks of hornstone.  
                   Size: 0.3m x 0.3m  
                   Concentration: 1 (4)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   586   -   NY 2120707067  
                   Very few brown-stained flakes present in a small hollow. It appears that   the flakes disappear under the
                   moss and the blocks of natural scree. The   site is about 4m from the footpath.   
                   Size:  0.3m x 0.3m  
                   Concentration: 1 (3)  
                   Flake size: Large  
                     
                   587   -   NY 2122307070  
                   The main concentration of flakes is at NY 2122407069 becoming very much   less dense towards the 
south-west
                   part of the site. The site is 1m from the path. There is a general scree surrounding the area with flakes 
                   disappearing underneath it. The flakes are mainly patinated but some    also have brown staining.   
                   Size: 1m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (11)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   588   -   NY 2125707089  
                   A small area of flakes which is in part on and surrounded by large patches  of natural scree. There is a
                   growth of moss on the rocks and the flakes  have brown staining. The site probably represents the working 
of
                   a single  rough-out.   
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (13)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   589   -   NY 2125507085  
                   This is a small area of tightly packed flakes. The flakes overlie natural  scree and exhibit light
                   patination. It would seem likely that this site  represents the coarse roughing stage for a small number of
                   rough-outs.  
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (32)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   590   -   NY 2125307085  
                   A small exposure of flakes on top of an area of scree and which is partly  covered by moss vegetation. The
                   site probably represents the working of a  single rough-out.  
                   Size:  0.4m x 0.4m  
                   Concentration: 2 (14)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
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                   591   -   NY 2119107126  
                   The site is a small hollow containing brown-stained and patinated flakes.  There is moss and natural scree
                   surrounding the area. The site is near the  'Fletchers Hollows' plateau (Area VI).  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (11)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium
                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-b/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  VISITS =  Robinson K, Gale D, Hindle C & Quartermaine J/23,25,26,30/7/1985
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  546-591
                  OS MAP: NY 20 NW

8648    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  SCAFELL PIKE VI (Fletcher's Hollows)
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  COPELAND   PARISH =  ESKDALE
                  NGR =  NY 212072   HEIGHT OD =  900m-910m                   
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  592-622

                  DESCRIPTION =  
                   592   -   NY 21220712  
                   The site is just below the south-west lip of the Fletcher's Hollows   terrace and is amongst natural scree.
                   The flakes are stained brown   and there is a growth of moss covering the majority of the site.   
                   Size:  c.1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (15)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   593   -   NY 21220712  
                   This is an area of background flake concentration within the Fletchers  Hollows area, that is a general but
                   low density scatter of worked flakes  in between the flaking sites. Within the boundary of this background  
                   concentration there are sites 594-622.  
                   Size:  c.50m x 30m  
                     
                   594   -   NY 2123307103  
                   A tiny, but concentrated patch of flakes, which overlies the natural  scree and is not situated in any
                   hollow. It is within the area of general  background concentration (Site 593).   
                   Size:  0.3m x 0.4m     
                   Concentration: 3 (58)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   595   -   NY 2123607111  
                   A semicircular hollow at the edge of the Fletcher's Hollows scree terrace,   which is bounded to the east by
                   a large area of coarse welded tuff scree.  There are no obvious signs of an upcast around the hollow 
(though
                   there are   one or two stones at the lip of the hollow). The flakes at the bottom   of the hollow are few
                   and mingle with the natural scree.   
                   Size: 2m x 3m  
                   Concentration: 2 (14)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   596   -   NY 2122707108  
                   The site comprises a few small patches of very small flakes. Each area   is about 0.1m square, appearing
                   between areas of grass on a slight    natural bank. It is apparently only a thin surface scatter of lightly 
                   patinated flakes.  
                   Size:  1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (21)  
                   Flake size: Small  
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                   597   -   NY 2122107106 
                   A small area of lightly patinated flakes, lying on top of the natural scree, which is partly covered by
                   turf. It may be a part of site 598, but  the area between the two sites is obscured by turf. The flakes
                   spread into a small hollow but the flake concentration is low similar to that  of the background
                   concentration. The flakes here are much smaller than  at site 598, so may represent the trimming area of
                   site 598.   
                   Size:  1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 3 (52)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   598   -   NY 2122007108  
                   A concentrated area of flaking near the south edge of the Fletcher scree   area. The working floor is in a
                   slight (natural?) hollow at the south edge  of the scree, with a scatter of flakes and worked blocks leading
                   towards  the break of slope at the south edge of the area. The flakes are generally   of all sizes but there
                   are compact concentrations of small and very small  flakes within the area of the site. There is generally
                   white patination  on all the material with some slight brown staining.   
                   Size:  4m x 3m  
                   Concentration: 4 (160)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   599   -   NY 2121507111  
                   The site is a shallow scoop in a general scree area, containing a mixture   of flakes and other
                   fragments/small blocks of hornstone. The flakes are   generally lightly patinated with some stained brown.
                   The area may have been   disturbed but it has a similar appearance to the surrounding scree  and therefore
                   is perhaps undisturbed. Assuming this is the case, it may be  either a natural feature with flakes at the
                   bottom or part of a small  working site. However Fletcher has admitted to having excavated a lot of  the
                   hollows in this area, and it is not possible, therefore, to dismiss the  alternative that Fletcher was
                   responsible for this hollow.   
                   Size:  3m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (25)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   600   -   NY 2123007113  
                   This is a very shallow depression in a general scree area. There are a   few small patches of flakes (c.0.2m
                   x 0.2m) visible in the scree within the   area of the depression. The blocks and flakes are all weathered
                   brown or  lightly patinated.   
                   Size:  1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (21)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   601   -   NY 2122707114  
                   This is a very slight hollow amongst natural scree in which there is   a small, but moderate concentration
                   (the concentration recorded (24)   is not representative as the size of the flake scatter is smaller   than
                   the 0.4m x 0.4m planning frame). The flakes have a mixture of light  and heavy patination. There is no
                   upcast around the hollow to suggest human   disturbance.   
                   Size: 0.35m x 0.35m  
                   Concentration: 2 (24)  
                   Flake size: Medium   
                     
                   602   -   NY 2123407120  
                   At this site flakes appear in a general scree in a few concentrated  patches. It is not possible to define
                   the site precisely as flakes   merge with the general scree. The surface is not hollowed and appears  
                   undisturbed. All the material is lightly patinated and stained brown.   
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                   Size: 4m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 3 (64)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   603   -   NY 2122607118  
                   This is a small excavation, orientated north/south, and 0.3m  deep. There is a single medium flake in an
                   area of tuff blocks,  and the appearance of the site is similar to that of the surrounding scree.  This is
                   probably a recent feature, perhaps attributable to W Flether.  Fletchers method was to xcavate wherever
                   there was a specific type of moss,  which he believed to be indicative of flake deposits <1>. Normally he
                   left  the flake material and removed the rough-outs. So this hollow may be the  site of one of Fletchers
                   investigations which proved unsuccessful.  
                   Size:  1m x 0.4m  
                   Concentration: 1 (1)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   604   -   NY 2122807123  
                   This is a large, 'L'-shaped area marked by two shallow scooped hollows,  (about 0.3m deep) at the north-
east
                   side of the area, merging into  a single area. Flakes occur mixed within the general scree in both parts  
                   of this site and on the surface of the scree to the south-west. Many    appear only lightly patinated, while
                   others show slight patination and  brown staining. The scree is generally weathered in the surrounding area 
                   and there is some recent disturbance (Fletcher ?). It is a moderately  concentrated deposit representing a
                   working area.   
                   Size:  6m x 4m  
                   Concentration: 3 (72)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   605   -   NY 2123507128  
                   This is a moderate but thin scatter of flakes over the irregular   scree surface, which surrounds a large
                   boulder about 0.8m x 0.8m.  The site blends into the general background scatter of the area and  therefor th
                   limit o thi sit canno b precisel defined  Th flake ar mixe wit  natura scre an hav  light patina.   
                   Size:  3m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (15)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   606   -   NY 2121207119  
                   This is a shallow oval hollow ,about 0.2m deep. There are sporadic small  and medium flakes in the 
bottom
                   mixed with larger flakes of fine and coarser  tuffs. There is also a large block or outcropping lump of fine
                   grained tuff  in the centre of the depression. All the flakes and fragments are weathered  with white
                   patination and red or greenish staining. It is an open question  whether this is a natural or a man-made
                   hollow; Fletcher's excavation of  many hollows in this area indicates that the possibility of recent 
                   disturbance cannot be discounted, although the site appears relatively  undisturbed.   
                   Size:  3m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 1 (4)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   607   -   NY 2121407121  
                   This is a very shallow scoop into the general scree with weathered     fragments and occasional flakes that
                   are lightly weathered and patinated.   There is moss growing in patches throughout the area. Although this
                   site  appears undisturbed, Fletcher's excavation of many hollows in this  area indicates that the
                   possibility of recent disturbance cannot be  discounted.   
                   Size:  1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (9)  
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                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                      
                   608   -   NY 2121207122  
                   This is a slightly hollowed-out oval area in the general scree. There   are a few flakes visible which have
                   a generally weathered appearance,  with white patination and brown staining. There is some moss   growth
                   throughout the area. The site appears undisturbed, and may be a  natural hollow in the ground. However, 
the
                   fact that Fletcher is known  to have excavated many of the hollows in this area, means that it is not 
                   possible to dismiss completely the possibility of recent disturbance.  
                   Size:  2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (10)  
                   Flake size: Large  
                     
                   609   -   NY 2121407125  
                   The site has a moderate concentration of flakes on the west edge     of a small hollow within the general
                   area of background concentration,  but there are only one or two flakes in the centre. The hollow is about 
                   0.2m deep and is covered with patchy moss throughout. The flakes on the  west edge are lightly
                   patinated/weathered and there are blocks and  fragments in the centre of the hollow that are also weathered.
                   The hollow  appears undisturbed, hence it could be either natural or possibly a small  working area as
                   indicated by the flakes on the west edge. However, the  possibility that Fletcher was responsible for the
                   depression cannot be  ignored.  
                   Size:  2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (38)  
                   Flake size: small - occasional; medium - frequent ; large - occasional.  
                     
                   610   -   NY 2121207128  
                   This is an approximately circular shallow depression. There are no   flakes in the centre, but there are
                   frequent blocks of group VI type tuff, which are weathered and patinated in some cases, while others   are
                   cleaner looking. Moss grows on the area around the hollow, but   not in the centre. However there is a
                   partial cover of rocks in the centre. There is no evidence that the hollow was used as a flaking site, and
                   it is possibly a result of recent disturbance (Fletcher ?).  
                   Size:  2m x 2m  
                     
                   611   -   NY 2121707127  
                   This is a very small hollow within the natural mixed scree, with a few   flakes and blocks of hornstone
                   appearing in holes about 0.3m below   the surface. However, there is a similar frequency of flakes and 
                   fragments on the surface of the scree immediately adjacent to the site.   
                   There is white patination present on the flakes, with some red and  greenish staining. This possibly
                   represents a recent disturbance   of the scree.  
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (20)  
                   Flake size: Large  
                     
                   612   -   NY 2122007130  
                   This is a large, approximately circular depression, about 0.4m deep,  located in an area of scree which is
                   dominated by hornstone. The flakes  are occasional in the central area, which mainly comprises a spread of  
                   blocks of fine grained and other tuffs. The perimeter is ringed by a  distinct bank of small blocks on the
                   south, north and west sides, while on  the east side the scree rises in a more general slope. A general, red
                   stain appears on the majority of the blocks in the depression, while some  of the hornstone material is
                   also lightly patinated white and slightly   stained brown. There is virtually no vegetation in the central
                   area. Blocks in the centre appear generally larger than those forming the   bank and adjacent scree area.
                   There could be recent disturbance of the Neolithic workings here.   
                   Size: 5m x 5m  
                   Concentration: 2  (25)  
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                   613   -   NY 2122807130  
                   This is an approximately circular hollow with a well defined perimeter   of stones appearing to form an
                   artificial bank or rim. There are no   visible flakes or worked blocks of hornstone in the central area.   
                   Blocks of rock, including some hornstone, are uniformly weathered and   stained reddish. There is a thick
                   carpet of moss partly covering the  stones. Although possibly a natural feature, it has the appearance of  a
                   man-made site, and is perhaps the result of searching for 'axe rock'.  However there is also the possibility
                   that this was the site of one of   Fletcher's investigations which proved unsuccessful (c.f. site 603).  
                   Size:  3m x 3m  
                     
                   614   -   NY 2122607135  
                   This is an irregular area of flakes merging into the background scree. It   is bounded on the north and east
                   sides by a large boulder blockfield rising  up the natural slope, and on the south side by the general mixed
                   scree of  fine-grained and other tuffs. On the north side flakes appear to be covered  by some loose blocks
                   which have rolled down from the slope above. There is  some slight brown staining and some white 
patination
                   on the flakes and also  on other fragments of hornstone in the vicinity. This is a small working  floor.  
                   Size:  2m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (28)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   615   -   NY 2122307135  
                   This is a small, circular, shallow depression with a few flakes and blocks   of hornstone. All the material
                   is generally weathered and slightly stained  brown. There is moss growing in and around the site. It appears
                   undisturbed,  so it may represent a hollow worked in the Neolithic or it may be natural.  However, as it is
                   known that Fletcher undertook excavations here in the  1960's, there is the possibility that this was one of
                   his sites.  
                   Size:  1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (4)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   616   -   NY 2122007140  
                   This is a moderately concentrated flaking site in a shallow irregular   depression within general mixed
                   scree. The depth on the south side is  about 0.2m, while on the north side there is a slope of natural
                   boulder  scree rising several metres above the site. The surrounding scree is  stained red and weathered
                   with patchy moss growth. The flakes have seen  irregular amounts of exposure; some are weathered with 
brown
                   staining,  while others are lightly patinated white and some are clean with almost no  patina. This is an
                   indication of disturbance, and this is possibly one of  Fletchers sites. About 2/3rds of the area is covered
                   with medium  sized flakes, with the remainder (near the centre) being small and very  small flakes. Other
                   flakes of very small to medium size can be seen on the  surface and protruding from the moss covered, 
ground
                   surface on the west  side of the site.   
                   Size: 2m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 3 (130)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   617   -   NY 2121507135  
                   This is a small, very concentrated area of flaking, lying in a slight oval  shaped scoop into the
                   surrounding boulder scree. The depth of the floor   of the hollow with respect to the top of the scree is
                   0.4m - 0.8m (it is  higher on the  north side). The scoop is open, with an 'entrance' on the   east side and
                   there are flakes extending from this aperture, which partly   cover the natural scree outside. Blocks of the
                   surrounding scree, including  very frequent fragments of hornstone have fallen in on the north side, 
                   covering the flakes. while on the southern side one large and other smaller  boulders have fallen in,
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                   covering the deposits. The debitage appears  to fill the hollow, but the stones which have fallen in obscure
                   the edge of  the deposits and it is not clear how this layer relates to the surrounding  natural scree. This
                   site is separated from site 620 to the west by an  intervening strip of natural(?) boulder scree, which may
                   have been partly  heightened by upcast material from either site 617 or 620. This site may be  interpreted
                   as a small working floor. Discarded blocks from the surrounding  area, which have fallen into this site, 
may
                   result from Fletcher's  excavation of site 620 <1>. Some flakes are very lightly patinated white,  but
                   generally they appear unweathered.  
                   Size:  3m x 3m  
                   Concentration 4 (160)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   618   -   NY 2120607130  
                   This is a small irregular hollow (c.0.2m deep) with patchy moss cover  with in the general mixed scree.
                   Flakes and a few fragments of tuff can be  seen at the base of a hollow and in adjacent scree areas. The
                   rock has a  generally weathered appearance. This site may be either a result of natural  subsidence, or a
                   shallow man made scoop in scree where flaking took place.  However, the possibility of recent disturbance
                   cannot be ruled out.  
                   Size:  2m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (10)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   619   -   NY 2120307127  
                   This is a large, irregular, hollowed out area amongst the general boulder  scree. There is one large boulder
                   (c.1.5m x 1.5m) occupying most of the east side of the area, which has a few flakes scattered on its upper
                   surface. The flakes cover the floor at the west part of the area, which is  on two levels - the upper step
                   is about 0.2m deep, while the lower (next to  the large boulder) is about 0.4m deep. Flakes appear to have
                   piled against  the large boulder, but do not necessarily extend beneath it. The debitage  seems moderately
                   concentrated, and there is a variety of sizes of flakes  which indicates that all stages of production took
                   place here from coarse  roughing to fine trimming. The flakes are mainly weathered in appearance, 
                   white-patinated with light brown staining, but ther ar  fe flake nea  th north-east corne tha appea cleaner
                   A large rough-out (R 48) was  found 0.1m from the west face of the large boulder, lying on the upper 
                   surface of the flakes.  
                   Size:  5m x 4m  
                   Concentration: 3 (70)  
                   Flake size: Small - moderate, medium - very frequent & large - frequent  
                   Finds: Rough out 48 (81) - NY 21202.1,07126.4  
                     
                   620   -   NY 2120907137  
                   A concentrated flake deposit located in an oval shaped, artificial  depression (0.8m - 1.0m deep) cut
                   through a boulder scree which comprises  coarse tuffs and some fine-grained tuffs. The orientation of the
                   long axis  is east/west. Some loose boulders have fallen in on the north side, and  four or five large
                   boulders appear to have fallen in on the south side,  where they are covering flakes, and they post date the
                   axe manufacture.  Some of the flakes are very lightly patinated, while others are clean and  the central
                   area is devoid of moss, this appears to indicate recent  clearance or disturbance. This is confirmed by
                   Fletcher <1>, who states  that he undertook an excavation here and that there was no hollow prior to  the
                   exploration. However there is no clear evidence of a recent mound of  spoil from such an excavation as the
                   upper level of the hollow's sides is  approximately continuous with the surrounding ground level of scree.
                   The  flake deposit represents about 80-100% of the total lithic material in  different parts of the floor;
                   other stones are small fragments of coarse  tuff averaging 30mm-150mm across. The debitage appears to be
                   contained  within the  hollow, and does not seem to continue beyond these limits or  to be stratified
                   beneath the surrounding scree. This may tentatively be  interpreted as a working floor, which was covered 
by
                   scree and then exposed  by the recent excavations.  
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                   Size: 6m x 4m  
                   Concentration: 3 (100)  
                   Flake size: Small - occasional, medium - very frequent & large - frequent  
                     
                   621   -   NY 2121307140  
                   This is a small scatter of flakes and blocks of hornstone. The debitage   appears on the surface and merges
                   into a mossy grass covered scree.  This is a small working floor. There are other less concentrated deposits
                   that appear mixed with the general scree in this vicinity, but they are  too ill defined and their
                   concentrations are too low to be discriminated from the background concentration. The flakes are lightly
                   patinated.   
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m   
                   Concentration: 2 (15)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   622   -   NY 2121807143  
                   This is an approximately circular hollow, about 2m across, in amongst the  boulder scree. On the south side
                   the depth is about 1.5m, but on the  north side the adjacent blockfield of coarse tuffs rises on a natural 
                   slope to several metres above the site. This hollow may be an artificial  creation, but there is no evidence
                   of flaking in the bottom. There are a  few fragments of hornstone scattered on the site, but they are
                   clearly  not worked. The scree material within the hollow comprises large blocks of  rock (c.0.2m-0.4m
                   across) that are stained red, with a patchy covering of  moss, and which appear undisturbed. Fletcher has
                   indicated that he did not  excavate this hollow, but there are no records on which to base a firm 
                   conclusion.  
                   Size:  2.5m x 2.5m  
                     
                                PRN 8648  
                   This is a natural terrace, on the line of the outcropping hornstone band,  which contains a scree of
                   predominantly fine grained tuffs. It is bounded  on its northern side by a natural rise of coarse-grained
                   boulder scree, and  at the southern limit there is a natural break of slope leading to a much  thinner
                   spread of scree and grass. Large boulders form a natural boundary on  the east/south-east side, though there
                   is a limited spread of scree  continuing up to the adjacent Mickledore path. The scree area is    
                   characterised by numerous shallow hollows, some averaging only a metre   across, while others are much
                   larger. In the course of the survey all the  hollows with flakes were planned and some without were also
                   planned, if they  appeared to have significance as man made features. Fletcher <1> caused  quite extensive
                   disturbance in this area in about 1960 and many of  the hollows are the result of his excavations (eg Site
                   620). Hollows like  site 622, however, may not be a result of his endeavours and may be either  natural or
                   of Neolithic construction. Fletcher did not make any detailed  excavation records, and, therefore,
                   interpretation of the area is 3 problematic.  
                   
                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-b/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  VISITS =  Claris P, Quartermaine J & Hindle C/25/7/1985
                  SOURCES =  
                   <1> Pers. comm.//Fletcher W//1986//                   
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  592-622
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 20 NE

8649    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  SCAFELL PIKE VII (Upper Terrace)
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  COPELAND   PARISH =  ESKDALE
                  NGR =  NY 21450720   HEIGHT OD =  950m-955m                   
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  623-651
                  DESCRIPTION =  

                   623   -   NY 2145007190  
                   This a low concentration site, mixed in with natural blocks and pebbles.  The site is in a small 'clearing'
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                   formed by surrounding boulders.  
                   Size:  0.9m x 1.1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   624   -   NY 2145407195  
                   This is a small flake site in a distinct hollow bounded by coarse   welded tuff blocks. The flakes are
                   mainly small in size and are  mixed with unworked blocks. Because there is patchy patination on the 
                   material the site appears disturbed.  
                   Size:  0.9m x 0.7m  
                   Concentration: 3 (128)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   625   -   NY 2145007200  
                   A tiny site with the flakes partly obscured by moss vegetation.  
                   Size:  0.35m x 0.35m  
                   Concentration: 3 (64)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   626   -   NY 2142907196  
                   At this site there are very large concentrations of mainly small and   medium flakes lying on top of the
                   coarse natural scree. The smaller finer  flakes are in the centre with medium ones occurring near the
                   outside. The  site can almost be said to be piled, and is certainly not a hollow.  The site appears to be
                   undisturbed, and the presence of the site on top   of the coarse scree indicates that here at least there
                   has been no   deposition of the coarse welded tuff scree subsequent to the working of the  flakes.  
                   Size:  2m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 5 (425)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   627   -   NY 2143207198  
                   This small flake site has a moderately large concentation, but it is  lower than the concentrations of
                   neighbouring sites. The site lies in a  small hollow and many of the flakes appear to lie under the coarse
                   scree.  Some of the flakes are heavily patinated.   
                   Size:  2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 3 (153)  
                   Flake size: Large  
                     
                   628   -   NY 2143607197  
                   This site comprises mainly medium flakes lying in a small hollow,   surrounded by a coarse tuff, block
                   scree. Some of the flakes appear to  lie under this coarse scree, implying a movement of the coarse scree 
                   subsequent to the working. Though the concentration is not particularly  high this is more or less a pure
                   flake site.   
                   Size:  1.3m x 1.1m  
                   Concentration:  3 (110)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   629   -   NY 2143807200  
                   This is a tiny flake site in a slight hollow which has two small clusters  of worked material (sized: 0.3m x
                   0.3m & 0.4m x 0.4m). It is irregularly  concentrated, in that there are small areas with a substantially 
                   higher concentration.  There is possibly a connection with site 637, as  some flakes appear to be under the
                   coarse scree that separates the two  sites.   
                   Size:  1.3m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 3 (85)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
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                   630   -   NY 2144207200  
                   This is a high concentration site in a hollow formed of large boulders.  Though small in size, all the
                   material appears to be worked. There are a  few flakes straggling to the north in a small depression and
                   there are  also some on top of a boulder beside the site. The flakes are blue grey,  with little patination,
                   which implies that they have only been recently  exposed.  
                   Size:  1m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 4 (230)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   631   -   NY 2144707205  
                   A small well defined concentration of small and medium sized flakes in a  flat area of vegetated scree,
                   without any peripheral scatter. The flakes  are patinated and are  partly covered by bilberry.  
                   Size:  0.5 x 0.3m  
                   Concentration: 2  (18)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   632   -   NY 2144807207  
                   At this site there is a small concentration of small sized flakes      covered by vegetation and also mixed
                   with natural stone. The flakes are  contained within the vegetation/primary soil between the scree stones.
                   The  flakes are patinated.   
                   Size:  0.4m x 0.3m  
                   Concentration: 1 (6)  
                     
                   633   -   NY 2144607207  
                   This is a tiny area of small flakes similar to site 635. The small size   of the flakes differentiates it
                   from site 634 where the size is much larger,  hence there is a possibility that this is a finishing site.
                   The site  seems to have a depth of at least 40-50 mm, the flakes continue under some  of the coarse tuff
                   blocks.     
                   Size:  0.7m x 0.6m  
                   Concentration: 3 (80)  
                   Flake size: Small  
                     
                   634   -   NY 2144807210  
                   This is a straggling site which comprises intermittent concentrations of  flakes, however there are
                   occasional flakes between the main centres of  flaking. The main area lies in a hollow between boulders (to
                   the east).  It is presumably all one site, which is partly obscured by blocks of  coarse tuff. There are two
                   flake sites very close to this site (sites 631  & 632) which comprise very small flakes, and therefore are
                   probably the  finishing sites associated with this coarse roughing site. In places the  site comprises only
                   worked flakes.  
                   Size:  5m x 1.9m  
                   Concentration: 3 (153)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   635   -   NY 2144207208  
                   This a tiny area of very small and occasional medium flakes. This is  possibly a finishing site and may be
                   associated with the nearby site 634,  which is a probably a coarse roughing site. The material is apparently
                   all  worked hence, though small in size this is a 'pure flake site'.  
                   Size:  1.3m x 0.6m   
                   Concentration: 4 (285)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   636   -   NY 2144707212  
                   The site has large concentrations of flakes in a small area defined by    some boulders. It is close to site
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                   634 but appears to be independant of   it (there are no flakes in between). The site has a few large flakes,
                   mainly  medium flakes and some small.   
                   Size:  1.3m x 1m   
                   Concentration: 3 (132)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   637   -   NY 2143807203  
                   A flake site in  a small hollow. Some small flakes continue underneath   a large boulder and clearly the
                   boulder has come to rest in its present  position subsequent to the working. There are flakes all around the
                   main  hollow on small ledges or boulders, which presumably have been spread away  from the main site by 
the
                   forces of natural erosion.  
                   Size:  1.4m x 1.8m  
                   Concentration: 3 (132)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   638   -   NY 2143207202  
                   An area of flakes in a substantial hollow formed by a few large    boulders. Some flakes are on the side
                   boulders, presumably as a result of    recent disturbance. Some flakes can be seen down cracks beneath
                   boulders     and some flakes are under substantial stones suggesting that there has been  a movement of the
                   coarse boulder scree since the axe manufacture. In the  centre of the site there is a small area which
                   comprises only worked flakes.  
                   Size:  1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 4 (153)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   639   -   NY 2143807209  
                   This is a small patch of flakes, with only a few visible flakes,  but it is possible that the boulders, that
                   surround the site, conceal  further flaking. This side is apparently undisturbed as there is thick 
                   weathering and patination on the flakes.  
                   Size:  0.6m x 0.3m  
                   Concentration: 3 (60)  
                     
                   640   -   NY 2143507211  
                   A small flake site in a deep hollow between large boulders. The    flakes are covered by moss which 
inhibits
                   the identification of the    concentrations. There is no connection between this and other sites.      
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.4m  
                   Concentration: 4 (166)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   641   -   NY 2143107210  
                   A small area of flakes in a hollow. Most of the site lies on top of the  coarse, welded tuff scree, but
                   there are some coarse scree elements  on top of the flakes, which indicate a limited amount of movement of
                   the  coarse scree subsequent to the axe working. There are also some flakes on  top of nearby boulders 
which
                   may represent a more recent disturbance, but  the flakes are generally well weathered, which implies there
                   has   been comparatively little disturbance of the flake deposit. There is no  obvious connection with the
                   larger site 642.   
                   Size:  1.1m x 0.9m  
                   Concentration: 4 (224)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                   Finds: Rough out  (26)   
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                   642   -   NY 2142807208  
                   This is an extensive site, which has distinct flake concentrations within  the general spread of worked
                   material. To the south there is a concentration  of mainly small flakes, whereas the concentrations to the
                   north-west and  north-east are mainly large flakes. These differences of flake size between  the
                   concentrations are probably indicative of different stages of the   axe manufacturing process, i.e. the
                   trimming and roughing processes. There  is a further area of flakes to the north of the main site which is 
                   included as part of this site because there are flakes in between and  generally around the site.   
                   The flakes lie on top of the coarse scree, but there are also some  large scree elements on top of the
                   worked material, and there has evidently  been a slight movement of the scree since the axe working.  
                   Size:  2.9m x 5m  
                   Concentration: 5 (264)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                   Finds: Rough out (27.3)  
                     
                   643   -   NY 2142607214  
                   This flake site is in a small hollow and there are some coarse scree  elements which obscure part of the
                   site. The flakes are mainly large with  some small and  medium. There is little patination on the flakes.  
                   Size:  1.1m x 1.0m     
                   Concentration: 3 (144)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   644   -   NY 2143007218  
                   This is an elongated scatter of mainly large and occasional small flakes  The flakes are partly covered by
                   moss and are patinated. This scatter is  not related to any local change of topography and hence the shape
                   is a  result of the working methods not a natural hollow.  
                   Size:  3.3m x 1.2m  
                   Concentration: 3 (48)  
                   Flake size: Large & small  
                     
                   645   -   NY 2142707219  
                   This is a large spread of flakes with two distinct concentrations. To   the east is an area of very small
                   flakes, which may be a finishing site,  whereas to the west there is a concentration of mainly medium and
                   some  large flakes. Apart from these two areas of concentration the flakes  are spread in a low
                   concentration, within a slight hollow. There do not  appear to be any flakes linking this site with site
                   647.  
                   Size:  3.4m x 2.6m  
                   Concentration: 4 (208- east), (110 - west)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   646   -   NY 2142007217  
                   This site is set between small and medium sized blocks and is a scatter of    mainly large flakes, which are
                   patinated and partly covered by moss.   This is a linear, north-west/south-east, scatter.   
                   Size:  1.4m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (23)  
                   Flake size: Large  
                     
                   647   -   NY 2142607222  
                   This site is located in a slight hollow, which is banked with scree on the  south-east side. The flakes are
                   mainly small and medium and are partly  covered by smaller scree stones. Some patination is present,
                   especially on  the smaller flakes, which are concentrated in the north quadrant. The site  has the
                   appearance of being a flat scatter of flakes.   
                   Size:  0.9m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 3 (80)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
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                   648   -   NY 2142007221  
                   This is a vegetated area (bilberry, matt grass and moss) of flat scree,   with a spread of small to medium
                   flakes, which are patinated and mixed with  unworked scree material. The site is partly covered by
                   vegetation with a  small peripheral scatter.   
                   Size:  1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 3 (62)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   649   -   NY 2141007222  
                   This is a level spread of mainly small and some medium sized flakes, which  is ringed by scree material 
and
                   has only a slight moss cover. There is a  little scatter away from the main concentration. The flakes are in
                   general  not patinated, which may indicate that they have been exposed only   comparatively recently.  
                   Size:  1.3m x 0.8m  
                   Concentration: 4 (167)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   650   -   NY 2142707226  
                   This is a flat area of vegetated scree with protruding stones and small   medium flakes on the surface. The
                   flakes are concentrated at the centre    of this area and there are some medium flakes scattered on the
                   southern   edge. It is partly covered by moss and the majority of the flakes are  patinated.   
                   Size:  2.2m x 2.8m  
                   Concentration: 3 (115)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   651   -   NY 2141507230  
                   This is a loose concentration of medium to large flakes in the linear  cavity between two large stones. At
                   the north-west end the  flakes are contained in a small bowl. Some of the flakes are patinated.   
                   Size:  1.1m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 3 (128)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                   
                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-b/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  VISITS =  Quartermaine J & Gale D/3-4/7/1985                   
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  623-651
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 20 NE

8650    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  SCAFELL PIKE VIII (Pikes Crags)
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  COPELAND   PARISH =  ESKDALE
                  NGR =  NY 21050729 - 21090740   HEIGHT OD =  875m-890m                   
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  653-686
                  DESCRIPTION =  
                     
                   653    -   NY 2105007289  
                   This is a small area of small and medium flakes emerging from eroding  grass and moss cover at the top of 
a
                   narrow rock gully. The flakes spill down the gully and at the bottom the flakes and scree spread down-
slope
                   for a short distance where they become intermingled with natural scree.  Most of the flakes are lightly
                   patinated and some are brown stained.   
                   Size:  5m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (7)  
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                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   654   -   NY 2105307290         
                   This is a spread of flakes starting at the top of a small crag, where   there are mainly medium and
                   occasionally small flakes, which are partly  obscured by moss growth, in an area of hornstone boulders. 
From
                   here the  flakes spill in a thin band over small grass and moss covered ledges into  a narrow rock gully
                   where the flakes mingle with natural scree and flakes  from site 653. At the bottom of the gully the flakes
                   and scree spill  down-slope for a short distance. Most of the flakes are lightly patinated and  some are
                   stained brown.  
                   Size:  8m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (12)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   655   -   NY 2104307283  
                   A small area of medium flakes, heavily disturbed by natural scree.   
                   Size:  1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   656   -   NY 2105007292  
                   This is a large expanse of predominantly medium with occasionally small  flakes intermingling with 
natural
                   scree and spreading down the slope. The    site begins in the immediate proximity of a group of hornstone
                   boulders and  fans out down the slope. The flakes are mainly lightly patinated and many    display brown
                   staining. There are occasional patches of moss in the area  which partially obscure the flake deposit.  
                   Size:  8m x 6m  
                   Concentration: 2 (27)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   657   -   NY 2103407295  
                   An area of flakes amidst natural scree. The site begins on top of a rock  ledge and the flake material
                   spills over the ledge down a steep scree slope.  The flakes are mainly medium in size, but both small and
                   large flakes also  occur. The small flakes are mainly found in the upper part of the site, and   clearly the
                   flake assemblage has been sorted by gravity into concentrations  of differing sizes. Some of the flakes are
                   lightly patinated. A rough-out  was found in the lower part of the site.   
                   Size:  5m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration 2 (14)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                   Finds: R  
                     
                   658   -   NY 2104007295  
                   A very small area of small and medium, lightly patinated flakes lying  amongst natural scree. The site may
                   represent the working of a single rough  out.  
                   Size:  0.4m x 0.4m  
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   660   -   NY 2104507295  
                   An area of medium flakes amongst natural scree, which includes some  hornstone blocks. Most of the 
flakes
                   are lightly patinated and heavily  stained brown. The concentration is relatively low, and hence the site 
                   is poorly defined.  
                   Size:  6m x 5m  
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                   Concentration: 2 (9)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   661   -   NY 2105307297  
                   The site comprises a small area of medium flakes lying immediately below  a large hornstone boulder with 
a
                   limited scatter for about 2m down-slope.  The flake material is substantiallly covered by moss and to a
                   lesser extent  also by small blocks of hornstone and natural scree. Most of the flakes are  lightly
                   patinated and stained brown.  
                   Size:  2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (7)  
                     
                   662   -   NY 2105707299  
                   A small area of predominantly medium, with a few large, flakes lying     immediately below a hornstone
                   outcrop and about 5m away from the main     buttress. The site is largely covered by moss and the flakes 
are
                   lightly     patinated and display brown staining.  
                   Size:  1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (17)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   663   -   NY 2103907304  
                   A small area of lightly patinated medium flakes partly covered by moss.   Natural scree also lies on the
                   site and probably obscures more worked  material.  
                   Size:  0.4m x 0.4m  
                   Concentration: 2 (9)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   664   -   NY 2105707314  
                   This is an 'L'- shaped area of flakes beginning immediately below a large  hornstone boulder. The northern
                   part of the site has the appearance of a  flat circular mound and contains the largest concentration of
                   smaller flakes.  The flakes in the centre of the site appear less patinated than the flakes  found over the
                   rest of the site, the latter being lightly patinated and in  a few cases stained brown. The site adjoins
                   site 665 but appears to be   independent from it as both the concentrations and the range of flake sizes 
                   are very different. Though distinct these two sites may represent differing  aspects of the same working
                   process.  
                   Size:  6m x 5m  
                   Concentration: 3 (65)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   665   -   NY 2105907317  
                   An area of flaking mixed in with unworked non-hornstone scree. The     division between sites 664 and 665 
is
                   slight; indeed it is possible that  this is a part of site 664, but the difference in the flake sizes,  the
                   concentrations and the slight gap between the two sites suggests  that this is  a separate flaking site. The
                   edges of the site are poorly  defined.   
                   Size:  4m x 4m  
                   Concentration: 2 (19)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                   Finds: Rough-outs x 2  
                     
                   666   -   NY 2105007320  
                   A horizontal strip, possibly exposed as a result of erosion from sheep    traffic. The site is a poorly
                   defined spread of medium flakes intermingled   with natural scree. A few of the flakes are lightly
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                   patinated.  
                   Size:  5m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 1 (4)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   667   -   NY 2105907322  
                   The main area of the site is a concentration of patinated medium flakes   at the base of a large boulder.
                   Both this site and site 669 start in close  proximity on top of a small outcrop, which may suggest that they
                   are  connected.  
                   Size:  4m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 3 (72)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   668   -   NY 2105707326  
                   This is a narrow site, in an area of natural scree, which runs down  the side of an outcrop and into a small
                   gully. It is directly below site  669 and there is a possibility that some of the flakes are run off from
                   above.  At  NY 2105307326 (the lowest point of the site) there is a greater  concentration of flakes and the
                   flake size is smaller. There is patination  and brown staining on the flakes.   
                   Size:  3m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (35)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   669   -   NY 2105907327  
                   The site is on top of a small craggy outcrop in close proximity to the  working area of site 667, and there
                   is a possibility that the two sites are  separate run-offs from a single working floor. There is patination
                   and brown  staining on the flakes.  
                   Size:  6m x 4m  
                   Concentration: 2 (31)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   670   -   NY 2106507328  
                   This site comprises what appear to be two working areas a) and b).  Working area a) is the upper of the 
two
                   and at the top has moderately high  flake concentrations.  Then as the run off from part a) starts to fade
                   half  way down the slope, there is an area of high flake concentration b) which  is possibly another working
                   area. Hence there appear to be two working floors  with merging run-offs.                    
                   a) This starts about 10m from the base of an outcrop, and is in an area  of abundant natural scree. The
                   flakes flow in a one metre wide strip down  a fairly steep slope. The flakes are patinated with also a
                   growth of lichen  on some flakes.   
                   Size: c.5m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 3  (97)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                   b) This working area has a comparativly high concentration and has  predominantly small flakes, hence 
this
                   deposit is distinct from that of  the lower run-off of part a). The size of flake may be an indication that 
                   this is a trimming site. There is a small outcrop at the base of the  site around which the run-off from
                   this site spills. The edges of the site  are clearly defined because of the characteristic flake size.
                   Patination  and brown staining is present on the flakes.  
                   Size:  5m x 1.5m   
                   Concentration: 3 (128)  
                   Flake size: Small  
                     
                   672   -   NY 2105307330  
                   An area of flakes flowing down a slope, that steepens considerably  towards the bottom of the site. The site
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                   has a generally low flake  concentration, although there is a slightly higher concentration at the  top.
                   There is an abundance of natural scree intermixed with the flake  deposit thus the site is poorly defined.
                   The flakes are patinated and  stained brown.  
                   Size:  3m x 1m   
                   Concentration: 2 (18)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   673   -   NY 2104907327  
                   A small site next to some large boulders which may have fallen from the   outcrop about 20m above. The
                   flakes seem to continue under the adjacent  scree. The flakes are patinated and the majority are small with
                   a few     medium ones. .   
                   Size:  3m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (14)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   674   -   NY 2105107338  
                   A small site containing a few large flakes. The site lies on top of the   natural scree on a steep slope and
                   is presumably undisturbed. The site may   represent the workings of a single rough-out.   
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (7)  
                   Flake size: Large  
                     
                   675   -   NY 2105207340  
                   A small site with medium flakes intermingling with natural scree,  which is down-slope, by the natural
                   forces of erosion. The flakes are  lightly patinated.  
                   Size:  2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (26)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   676   -   NY 2106407341  
                   A small cluster of flakes on top of the steep natural scree. This may  suggest that the site is undisturbed.
                   The flakes are mainly medium, and  some are lightly patinated.  
                   Size:  0.4m x 0.4m  
                   Concentration 2 (19)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   677   -   NY 2106807343  
                   An area of small and medium flakes lying immediately below and partly     under some large boulders. The
                   site is partly covered by moss, but has been  protected from the natural scree by the boulders. Most of the
                   flakes display light patination and some brown staining.   
                   Size:  4m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (30)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   678   -   NY 2107807341  
                   An area of mainly medium and occasionally small flakes set in a slight     hollow amidst a jumble of small
                   boulders. Some boulders and a small amount of natural scree have encroached upon and partly obscured 
some
                   of the site. A small number of the flakes are lightly patinated.   
                   Size:  3m x 2m     
                   Concentration: 2 (30)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   679   -   NY 2106507355  
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                   An area of mainly medium but also occasionally small flakes. The site  appears to be divided into two
                   distinct halves :- Small and medium  flakes at the east side, with medium flakes only at the west side.  The
                   east side has partial moss cover. A few of the flakes display light  patination and/or brown staining.  
                   Size:  2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (42)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   680   -   NY 2106307360  
                   This site is split into two parts a) and b), which are joined.   
                   Part a: An area of medium flakes, which possibly has additional run off  from part b) that is 4m higher up
                   the slope.   
                   Size:  4m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 3 (46)  
                   Part b:  The site comprises flakes, intermingled with scree, which  occur in a thin strip 1.0m wide running
                   down the scree slope. Some of  the flakes possess light patination.   
                   Size:  5m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 3 (52)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large   
                     
                   682   -   NY 2108007372  
                   The site is well preserved, and contains predominantly medium but also   occasionally small and large
                   flakes. The site is approximately oval in plan  and appears to be protected by boulders placed around the
                   circumference,  although three of these boulders have fallen into the site. Some of the   flakes display a
                   light patination. There appears to be no spillage of flakes down the scree.  
                   Size:  2.5m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 4 (248)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   683   -   NY 2108207372  
                   A circular depression lying immediately below a large hornstone boulder,  which contains mainly medium 
and a
                   few small flakes. Some of the flakes in  this site may have fallen in from site 684. Some flakes are lightly
                   patinated and stained brown.  
                   Size:  1.5m x 1.5m x 0.4m deep.    
                   Concentration: 3 (76)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   684   -   NY 2108307372  
                   A small area of medium flakes intermingling with natural scree, from which  a certain amount of material 
has
                   been carried down-slope towards site 683. Some of the flakes are lightly patinated.   
                   Size:  3m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (10)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   685   -   NY 2108307379  
                   A small area of lightly patinated and brown stained medium flakes  nestling on top of scree and partly
                   protected by a small hornstone boulder.  There is a thin covering of moss that partly obscures the site.   
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (23)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   686   -   NY 2109307400  
                   A small patch of mainly medium but also a few small flakes which are  lightly patinated and stained 
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brown.
                   The flakes are intermingled with  small lumps of scree and some have been carried up to 2 metres down 
the 
                   steep slope. Moss partly covers the site.  
                   Size:  0.4m x 0.4m  
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium

                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-b/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  VISITS =  Robinson K & Hindle C/26/8/1985 & 4/9/1985
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  653-686
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 20 NW

8651    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  SCAFELL PIKE IX
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  COPELAND   PARISH =  ESKDALE
                  NGR =  NY 21100743 - 21130757   HEIGHT OD =  818m - 870m 
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 20 NW
                  DESCRIPTION =  

                   687  -  NY 2110307431  
                   This site comprises a thin trickle of small and medium flakes. 
                   Size: 3m x 1m 
                   Concentration: 2 
                   Flake size: Small & medium 
                    
                   688  -  NY 2109107430  
                   This is a small site on top of the natural scree, almost completely covered by moss and hence it is probable
                   that the site is undisturbed. It comprises medium flakes which display light patination and brown staining.
                   The site may possibly represent the working of a single rough-out.  
                   Size: 0.4m x 0.4m 
                   Concentration: 1 (8) 
                   Flake size: Medium 
                    
                   689  -  NY 2110207435 
                   A small site which is partly intermingled with natural scree and has  partial moss cover. The flakes are
                   mainly medium with the occasional small flake, and are lightly patinated. 
                   Size: 1m x 1m 
                   Concentration: 1 (5) 
                   Flake size: Small & medium 
                    
                   690  -  NY 2109007445 
                   The site comprises a small cluster of mainly small and occasional flakes which have generally clean,
                   unpatinated surfaces. The whole area  in between sites 690, 691, 692 has sporadic flakes, and there is a
                   possibility that all three are a part of a single site which has been  heavily disturbed by a modern
                   footpath. 
                   Size: 1.75m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   691  -  NY 2108707447  
                   A concentration of mainly small but occasionally medium flakes set in a very  slight depression upon 
which
                   grass is encroaching. The flakes are lightly  patinated, and some display brown staining. There is a loose
                   scatter of  flakes around this site, c.f. site 690 description.  
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                   Size: 4m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 2  (16)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   692  -  NY 2108807452  
                   A small area of heavily patinated and brown stained medium flakes.  There is a loose scatter of flakes
                   around this site, c.f. site 690  description  
                   Size: 1.5m x 1.0m  
                   Concentration: 1 (8)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   693  -  NY 2110007456  
                   A small site containing a few medium flakes which are heavily patinated  and stained brown. It lies amidst 
a
                   narrow band of small scree blocks  emerging from a jumble of hornstone blocks higher up the slope, and is
                   partly covered by moss.  
                   Size: 1.5m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (6)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   694  -  NY 2110407459  
                   A small site situated at the western edge of a hornstone outcrop, which  contains lightly patinated, brown
                   stained flakes. The flakes are intermingled with small fragments of scree and are carried downslope for
                   1.5m. The site is partly obscured by overgrowing moss.  
                   Size: 2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (6)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   695  -  NY 2110907463  
                   A small site comprising heavily patinated medium flakes, some of which display brown staining. The site
                   emerges from a gap through a  hornstone outcrop and the main concentration of flakes is at the foot of  the
                   outcrop, but it is partly obscured by scree which has tumbled down  from the crag above.  
                   Size: 4.5m x 2.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (10)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   696  -  NY 2110007475  
                   This is a large scatter of small and medium flakes which have been  heavily eroded and destroyed by a 
modern
                   footpath passing through the  middle of it. There are two parts to the site: a small area which has a  high
                   flake concentration, and a large, low concentration of flakes  which has been spread by the erosion. Some 
of
                   the flakes display  brown staining and light patination while others appear in a relatively  fresh
                   condition.  
                   Size: 12m x 6m  
                   Concentration: 2 (9)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   697  -  NY 2112807468  
                   A very small site on top of the scree, comprising 4 medium and 1 large  flake, - only just within the 5
                   flake definition of a site. The site  possibly represents an attempt at working a single rough-out. The
                   flakes  are lightly patinated and the large flake is also stained brown. 
                   Size: 2m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
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                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   698  -  NY 2111607471  
                   A small site, partly obscured by moss, comprising medium and small  flakes which are heavily patinated 
and
                   stained brown. The site lies below  the hornstone outcrop, and flakes are spread down the slope for a 
couple
                   of metres within natural scree.  
                   Size: 2.5m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (6)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   699  -  NY 2111807472  
                   A spread of mainly small and medium but also occasionally large flakes  spilling down-slope with partial
                   moss cover. The small flakes, which are numerous, are concentrated mainly in the upper part of the site 
and 
                   are only very lightly patinated. The medium and large flakes are also  lightly patinated but display brown
                   staining, a feature absent from  the small flakes. The overall impression is that there are finishing and 
                   coarse roughing parts to this site.  
                   Size: 2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 3 (97)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   700  -  NY 2111907475  
                   A very small site virtually hidden by overlying boulders and heavily  covered by moss. The flakes are
                   heavily stained brown.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m 
                   Concentration: 2 (11)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   701  -  NY 2112307475  
                   A small area of mainly medium but occasionally small flakes, which  display a light to heavy patination. 
The
                   site is intermingled with natural  scree, is partly covered by moss and lies below a jumble of boulders.  
                   Size: 1.5m x 0.75m  
                   Concentration: 2 (10)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   702  -  NY 2112607479  
                   A small area of medium and large flakes, mixed with natural scree which is  lying adjacent to a large
                   hornstone boulder. The flakes are partly covered  by moss and are both patinated and stained brown.  
                   Size: 0.75m x 0.75m  
                   Concentration: 2 (28)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   703  -  NY 2112807474  
                   This site comprises a small number of medium and small flakes lying on  top of a small hornstone block. 
From
                   here the flakes spill over the edge  of the block to become incorporated amongst smaller blocks of natural 
                   scree. The flakes are lightly patinated and stained brown.  
                   Size: 2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (8)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
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                   704  -  NY 2112807477  
                   A small area of medium and large flakes lightly patinated and stained  brown lying on top of the natural
                   scree. The site is below and close to  site 702 and may be part of the spill over from site 702. 
                   Size: 1.0m x 1.0m  
                   Concentration: 2 (10)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   705  -  NY 2113807482  
                   An area of small and medium flakes, some of which are found underneath  a large hornstone boulder 
whilst
                   others intermingle with small fragments  of natural scree downslope.  
                   Size: 4m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (15)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   706  -  NY 2113507480  
                   A small area of mainly medium flakes and one large flake lying on top of  a fine natural scree.  The flakes
                   are spread along a narrow ledge in the  direction of site 705. They are partly covered by moss, and are 
                   patinated and heavily stained brown. 
                   Size: 4m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (9)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   707  -  NY 2112107485  
                   A small area of lightly patinated and brown stained flakes lying amidst the natural scree and partly covered
                   by moss.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2  (15)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   708  -  NY 2110907492  
                   An area of small and medium flake scatter which has been heavily eroded and partly destroyed by the 
modern
                   footpath that passes through it. Some of  the flakes display light patination and brown staining. The
                   downslope edge of the site terminates by the side of a hornstone block which is adjacent to  the path.  
                   Size: 4m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   709  -  NY 21180749  
                   The overall site has a background count in which there are higher concentrations at sites 709a, 709b, 709c,
                   709d and 710. The general area of  occasional flaking is 20m x 8m and is distinct from site 711 (i.e. there
                   is an area without flakes which separates the two sites).  
                     
                   Site 709a: (NY 2113207488)  
                   An area of mainly medium but also the occasional large flake, lying in  a slight hollow next to a hornstone
                   block. The flakes display light  patination and brown staining. A small amount of natural scree partly 
                   covers the site, as does also a small amount of moss.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m 
                   Concentration: 3 (30)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   Site 709b:  (NY 2113207488)  
                   This is a densely concentrated area of mainly medium but also  occasionally small flakes lying on top of
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                   natural scree in a very slight depression. Some of the flakes are lightly patinated and stained brown.  Moss
                   is encroaching upon the site.  
                   Size: 1.4m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 3 (192)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   Site 709c:  (NY 2113307488) 
                   This is a small circular depression containing small and medium flakes,  many of which are lightly
                   patinated. The site lies in close proximity to site 709d and may be connected to it.      
                   Size: 0.4m x 0.4m  
                   Concentration: 2 (21)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   Site 709d :  (NY 2113507490)       
                   A large area of small, medium and a few large flakes, which are lightly  patinated and stained brown. The
                   site is in a very slight depression with  a spillage of a few flakes downslope for a couple of metres, and
                   is possibly connected with site 709c, which is a short distance away.  
                   Size: 2m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (27)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   710  -  NY 2113807491  
                   A long downhill spread of mainly medium and small flakes with occasional  large flakes. The most
                   concentrated area of flakes, at the top of the  site, is within the area of the site 709 background flake
                   concentration.  A few of the flakes are lightly patinated and stained brown.  
                   Size: 20m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 4 (236)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   711  -  NY 2114307498  
                   This site has two parts; a) and b). Site 711a is the westernmost of the two and merges into 711b which is
                   the easternmost site. 
                   Site a): The flaking area of the site is by a prominent boulder, where  there is a slight depression (1m
                   diameter) which contains a high concentration of light brown stained flakes. The flakes are mainly  small
                   and medium in size and are spread downslope amongst the natural  scree.  
                   Size: 6m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 3 (168)   
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                      
                   Site b): This is a long downslope spread of medium and occasionally large  flakes, some of which are 
lightly
                   patinated. The flakes are intermingled  with the natural scree and the flake concentration is fairly
                   constant  throughout the length of the site. 
                   Size: 9m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 3 (42)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   712  -  NY 2112807498  
                   A very small area of mainly small but also occasionally medium flakes which are lightly patinated. The
                   flakes were found on the surface of a thin  cover of grass so clearly this deposit is relatively recent and
                   is probably run-off from the 709 sites.  
                   Size: 2m x 1.7m  
                   Concentration: 1 (7)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium 
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                   713  -  NY 2118407435  
                   A small exposure of flakes away from the main area of working. The site is amongst a coarse scree,
                   comprising mainly coarse welded tuffs and there  are only very occasional blocks of hornstone in the area.
                   It is probable  that the source material for this site was an isolated block of hornstone.  The flakes have
                   a thick white patina.  
                   Size: 0.75m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 3 (34)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   714  -  NY 2113507520  
                   A long ill defined spread of flakes occurring down the main footpath. The  site is badly damaged by the
                   footpath and the actual flaking area of the site is not evident from the disturbed sprawl of flakes. This
                   site, along with sites 715 and 716, was first located by R.G. and P.G.Plint.  
                   Size: 28m x 6m  
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   715  -  NY 2114307534  
                   A large area of flakes starting immediately below a hornstone crag,  from where the flakes run off on to the
                   footpath. The flakes are carried down the footpath for a considerable distance, and though this area of
                   run-off is heavily disturbed by pedestrian traffic the actual flaking area under the crag is relatively well
                   preserved. The flake concentration at  the outcrop is high (2543 flakes/sqm) but in the disturbed run-off
                   the concentration is considerably lower. The flakes are lightly patinated  and stained brown. This site,
                   along with sites 714 and 716, was first  located by R.G.Plint and P.G.Plint.  
                   Size: 27m x 6m  
                   Concentration: 4 (407)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   716  -  NY 2113007572  
                   This is a possible site, which is now badly damaged by the modern footpath.  It is a thin scatter of lightly
                   patinated and smoothed medium flakes,  intermingled with natural soil and scree down the footpath. The
                   densest  concentration of flakes is at the upper part of the site. It is probably  a independent flaking
                   site, as opposed to being run-off from site 715 above,  because there is a gap between the two sites without
                   flakes, and because  this site has a flake concentration slightly higher than that at the lowest  point of
                   site 715. This site was first identified by R.G. and P.G.Plint.  
                   Size: 12m x 4m  
                   Concentration: 1 (7)  
                   Flake size: Medium

                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-b/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  687-716
                  VISITS =  Robinson K & Hindle C/6-12/9/1985

8652    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  GREAT SLACK
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  ALLERDALE   PARISH =  BORROWDALE
                  NGR =  NY 22450962   HEIGHT OD =  530m - 540m
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 20 NW   
                  DESCRIPTION =  

                   721  -  NY 2245009626  
                   A loose spread of small and some medium flakes, partly covered by  vegetation. The site is poorly defined
                   and many of the flakes are possibly  the result of natural fracturing.  
                   Size: 2m x 2m  
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                   Concentration: 1 (7)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   722  -  NY 2246509620  
                   A small but fairly compact site protected by some large boulders, which  probably fell on to the site after
                   the flaking as there are flakes underneath the boulder. There is only a slight run-off from this site.  The
                   flakes are patinated and they have a slight lichen deposit on them.  
                   Size: 0.4m x 0.4m  
                   Concentration: 2 (24)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   723  -  NY 2246309629  
                   An area of small and medium flakes emerging from an eroded peat deposit  immediately above a 
hornstone
                   outcrop. Most of the flakes are lightly  patinated and some display brown staining.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (11)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   724  -  NY 2247009623  
                   This site comprises medium and small flakes, emerging from an eroded peat  deposit, which have become
                   incorporated into the natural scree and are  spread down the slope. There is an outcrop of hornstone in the
                   immediate vicinity. Most of the flakes are lightly patinated.  
                   Size 2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (16)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   725  -  NY 2247809628  
                   The main concentration of flakes is amongst an outcrop of hornstone, but  there are also flakes emerging
                   from an eroding peat deposit above  the outcrop, and this latter flake deposit is likely to have been the 
                   original source of the flakes. In front of the hornstone is a 1m wide  strip of grass, which has medium
                   flakes emerging from the downslope side.  Most of the flakes are lightly patinated. 
                   Size: 3m x 3m  
                   Concentration: 2 (26)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   726  -  NY 2247509632  
                   An area of lightly patinated small and medium flakes eroding out of the peat and becoming incorporated 
into
                   the natural scree. The flakes lie within 2m of a hornstone boulder.  
                   Size: 2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (20)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium

                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-b/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  721 - 726
                  VISITS =  Robinson K/22-23/8/1985

8653    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  SPRINKLING CRAGS
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  ALLERDALE   PARISH =  BORROWDALE
                  NGR =  NY 23040975   HEIGHT OD =  510m - 550m
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 20 NW 
                  DESCRIPTION =  
                   727  -  NY 2304209728  
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                   This site has a very low concentration, over an extensive area, to the extent that it is almost an area of
                   background concentration as typified  by Central Scree in Langdale. The measured concentration (5 flakes 
per
                   frame) is the highest concentration on the site, but it is halfway down  the site. The overall definition
                   is poor and the site has been drawn with  dashed lines. It overlies both a coarse and a fine scree in
                   different parts, and appears to merge with the south side of site 728.  
                   Size: 18m x 15m  
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   728  -  NY 2304009740  
                   This is one of the classic large scree sites reminiscent of North and Central Screes in Langdale. There
                   appear to be two working areas within the  general scree (NY 2303609740 and 2304109734). However, at 
each of
                   these  points the concentration is low, and therefore either most of the flakes  in the scree are from
                   unobserved flake sites or all the flakes from these  two spots have washed down leaving very little behind.
                   The flakes are mixed  with a large fine scree, but in general the concentration is low so that it  is
                   difficult to define the limits of the site. It is on a steep slope and  liable to extensive downwash.  
                   Size: 32m x 10m  
                   Concentration: 2 (25)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   729  -  NY 2307709732  
                   At this site there are a few flakes apparently below the lowest limit of  site 728, and it is not clear if
                   this is an independent flaking site, or  run-off from site 728. However, as there is a substantial area
                   between the  lowest point of site 728 and this site, which is devoid of flakes it is more likely to be an
                   independent flake site.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (9)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   730  -  NY 2307409739  
                   This is only a short distance below the lowest limit of site 728, but it  has a slightly higher
                   concentration than at site 728, so there is a  possibility that it is an independent flaking area.  
                   Size: 2m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (11)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   731  -  NY 2307209760  
                   The site lies in a coarse natural scree just below a hornstone outcrop.  It has only occasional flakes, and
                   is ill defined, but it is distinctive  because of the finding of two rough-outs.  
                   Size: 3m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 1 (4)  
                   Flake size: Medium 
                   Finds: Rough-outs x2 (1 sampled)  
                     
                   732  -  NY 2306009761  
                   This site has only 5 isolated flakes in total and hence only just achieves  the 5 flake criterion for
                   descriminating a site from natural. However, the  visible number of flakes may be deceptive because of
                   possible flakes hidden  under the surrounding scree.  
                   Size: 1.5m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (4)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
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                   733  -  NY 2305009768  
                   The site is on the side of a steep slope and has blue/grey flakes  interspersed with unworked blocks of
                   hornstone spreading for a substantial  distance down the slope. The working area of the site (at the top) is
                   covered by vegetation, and the rest of the site also has partial turf cover,  The flakes have little
                   patination.  
                   Size: 5m x 3m 
                   Concentration: 2 (10)12 
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   734  -  NY 2306009768  
                   A small site with a run-off of flakes down the slope. The flakes are heavily weathered and patinated brown
                   similar to the elements of coarse  scree upon which they lie. There is outcropping rock in the area but the
                   source is hornstone lumps within the scree.  
                   Size: 2m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 3 (49)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   735  -  NY 2305709772  
                   There is outcropping rock in the area but the site is amongst and exploits a block field in which there are
                   lumps of hornstone. It is a high-concentration site with mainly small and some medium flakes,  so it would
                   seem propable that trimming took place here. Some of the flakes  are patinated white. The flakes are in a
                   close concentration, of which very  little has slipped down the steep slope, so it is probable that the
                   flakes  are broadly in situ.  
                   Size: 2m x 1.5m  
                   Concentration: 3 (127)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium
                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-b/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  727 - 735
                  VISITS =  Quartermaine J/12/8/1985

8654    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  RED BECK
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  ALLERDALE   PARISH =  BORROWDALE
                  NGR =  NY 23910980 - 23910993   HEIGHT OD =  500m - 520m
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 20 NW
                  DESCRIPTION =  

                   736  -  NY 2391109800  
                   A circular area containing mainly medium but occasionally small and large flakes scattered down the steep
                   grass slope and intermingling with small patches of scree. Most of the flakes are lightly patinated. A small
                   and  finely worked rough-out was found in the approximate centre of the site and has been sampled.  
                   Size: 5m x 5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (11)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                   Finds: R  
                     
                   737  -  NY 2389009816  
                   A tiny area containing 6 flakes, 4 of which are medium with 1 small and 1 large, which only just qualifies
                   as a site (5 flakes are necessary to discriminate a site from sporadic natural flaking). The site possibly 
                   represents the attempted working of a single rough-out. A couple of the  flakes are patinated.  
                   Size:  0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (6)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                     
                   738  -  NY 2390109824  
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                   A tiny area containing 6 medium flakes, a couple of which are patinated.  The site possibly represents the
                   attempted working of a single rough-out.  The flakes are on top of the turf with green grass underneath
                   which would  imply that they are not in situ though it is not immediately obvious  where they are originate
                   from.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (61)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   739  -  NY 2390509902  
                   A spread of mainly medium but also occasionally small and large flakes  scattered down the steep slope.
                   However, the small flakes are concentrated  only at the top of the site, which is below a hornstone crag,
                   and this  is clearly the location of the working area. The flakes down the site are  on green grass
                   suggesting that they are not in situ, and they display a  'fresh' appearence with only a small number
                   exhibiting light patination,  so it is probable that they have been only recently exposed. One rough- out
                   and one possible rough-out were found lying side by side 2m below the  top of the site.  
                   Size: 10m x 4m  
                   Concentration: 2 (31)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                   Finds: Rx2  
                     
                   740  -  NY 2391009927  
                   A small site comprising a few small and medium and one large flake. The flakes are lightly patinated. The
                   site lies about 1m from an outcrop.  
                   Size: 0.4m x 0.4m  
                   Concentration: 2 (9)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large

                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-b/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  736 - 740
                  VISITS =  Robinson K/5/9/1985

8655    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  HIND SIDE
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  ALLERDALE   PARISH =  BORROWDALE
                  NGR =  NY 24101023 - 24141023    HEIGHT OD =  605m - 630m
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 21 SW
                  DESCRIPTION =  
                   741  -  NY 24121023  
                   This is an area of sporadic and very occasional background flaking within which there are the sites 742 -
                   744 and 746 - 751. It is a large area of coarse scree which seems to have been deposited since the neolithic
                   because many of the sites are under the coarse elements of this scree. Consequently the background flakes
                   only appear occasionally at places of disturbance. The degree of covering of the sites by the coarse scree 
                   would suggest that there is likely to be many more sites under the scree  than have been surveyed. On the
                   top southern edge of the scree, erosion  has taken place at the scree/vegetation interface resulting in a
                   low- concentration scatter of medium sized, brown, heavily weathered flakes.  However, the source of the
                   flaking in the rest of the area is from isolated  flake sites within the coarse scree as well as the source
                   described above.  The terrain is a coarse boulder field, which includes some hornstone blocks  and the tiny
                   flake sites are found in amongst the boulders. This area of  working lies beside a dry stream bed. Some of
                   the flakes are not patinated  i.e. they are recently exposed.  
                   Size: 33m x 15m  
                   Concentration: 1 (7)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   742  -  NY 2411810222  
                   An area of medium sized flakes scattered in a low concentration, amongst a  fine, freshly eroded area of
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                   scree which covers small terraces of  vegetation. This area of scree is on the south edge of the main coarse
                    scree area.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   743  -  NY 2413010225  
                   The flakes are visible where the coarse scree is disturbed, but they are  mainly covered by and mixed with
                   surface scree and it is clear that there  has been a limited amount of movement of the general scree since
                   the  neolithic. The site is located near the upper part of the area of scree  (Site 741). The flakes are
                   heavily weathered, stained green and brown.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (22)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   744  -  NY 2412010225  Here there are medium to large flakes exposed through the scree as a  result of
                   disturbance, but they are also both covered by and mixed with the scree. At the north edge of the site there
                   is an eroding deposit of soil but there is no sign of flakes within its matrix.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (16)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   746  -  NY 2411510229  
                   This site is split into two parts a) and b). The upper of the two is a) and the run-off from this site
                   spills into site b).  
                   Site a): The site starts below a large hornstone boulder where medium  to large flakes are exposed, partly
                   as a result of a sheep track.  Large unpatinated flakes lie below this point on the surface of the scree
                   /eroding soil, and the general spread of flakes would seem to be a result  of relatively recent disturbance.
                   From here the run-off extends 6m down  slope where it has almost completely petered out just above site 
b) 
                    Size: 6m x 2m   
                   Concentration: 2 (14)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                      
                   Site b): Here there are heavily weathered flakes exposed around the  base of a large flat boulder on its
                   downslope side where the scree is  eroding. Below the boulder there is a low scatter of flakes covered and 
                   intermixed with the scree.  
                   Size: 3m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (9)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   747  -  NY 2412110229  
                   At this site medium to large flakes are exposed in scree disturbance and are loosely scattered. The flakes
                   are heavily weathered and stained brown.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (9)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   748  -  NY 2412610230  
                   The flakes emerge from below a large hornstone boulder. They are mainly  medium in size and have been
                   exposed and scattered about a metre downslope,  in association with a fine scree. All the flakes are
                   patinated, some  heavily.  
                   Size: 1m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (11)  
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                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   749  -  NY 2411110234  
                   On the scree/vegetation interface there is a small number of medium sized flakes, which are exposed on the
                   surface and are fairly well  weathered. The vegetation cover here is moss and the scree is fairly  stable. 
                   Size: 0.4m x 0.4m  
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   750  -  NY 2412910234  
                   This site is about a metre from the southern scree edge and is a concentration of large flakes. It may be
                   related to site 215 but any possible relationship is obscured by scree covering the flakes. The flakes are
                   heavily weathered, coloured green and covered with lichen. There are large blocks of hornstone in the
                   vicinity of the site.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (12)  
                   Flake size: Large  
                     
                   751  -  NY 2413110233  
                   This site is within a metre of the south edge of the general scree (Site  741) and is a small thin layer of
                   medium to large flakes, which is  covered by superficial scree. The flakes are stained green and brown.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (28)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   752  -  NY 2413710297  
                   At this site there is a quantity of small and medium flakes lying amidst  the natural scree slope. They are
                   concentrated predominantly at the top of the scree slope, which is only 5m away from a small hornstone
                   outcrop.  The site appears to be considerably obscured by the scree and vegetation  that is encroaching upon
                   the upper part of the site.  Many of the flakes  appear heavily weathered and patinated  
                   Size: 7m? x 5m (because the lower edge is ill defined the length is 
                                  imprecise)  
                   Concentration: 1 (4)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   753  -  NY 2415910314  
                   There are two parts to this site: part a) is the upper of the two and it merges into part b) at the lower
                   end of the scree spill. 
                   Part a) This is a thin band of scree starting from the area of a hornstone outcrop. It tumbles down the
                   steep slope and contains an assortment of small and medium flakes, though the medium flakes are found 
                   mainly at the lower part of the site and the smaller flakes are mainly to  at the higher part of the site.
                   At the bottom of the site this stream of  flakes spills into part b) which appears to be independent. From
                   this  point the run-off from the two sites merges into one.  
                   Size: 12m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (5)  
                   Part b)  This is a small flake site overlying a natural scree. It is  joined by part a) and eventually the
                   two merged run-offs peter out leaving only the natural scree. There is hornstone rock in the area but the
                   texture  and colour suggest that the rock that was exploited to produce this site was detached from further
                   up the outcrop. The flakes have very little  patination. The top part of the site is partly covered by
                   vegetation.  
                   Size: 6m x 3m  
                   Concentration: 2 (10)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium
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                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-b/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  741 - 753
                  VISITS =  Gale D & Quartermaine J/9/8/1985

8656    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  GLARAMARA SOUTH PEAK
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  ALLERDALE   PARISH =  BORROWDALE
                  NGR =  NY 2460010429 & NY 2471210442   HEIGHT OD =  775m & 764m
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 21 SW
                  DESCRIPTION =  
                   755  -  NY 2460010429  
                   A small patch of flakes exposed by path erosion. The flakes are heavily patinated and are slightly dubious.
                   Though there is a possibility that the  flakes are all natural, the number of flakes is an indication that
                   this  is in fact a genuine working site. The site is in the proximity (about 3m-4m  away) of a hornstone
                   coarse scree, so there is an obvious source. Hornstone  outcrops near the top of the south peak of 
                   Glaramara, but the outcrop does  not seem to relate to the lower band of hornstone that is the source for 
                   the main Glaramara sites. Hence this would seem to be a different, higher  band than the main Glaramara
                   hornstone band. It is probable that this site  represents the working of a single rough-out. The fact that
                   there is only  one other site around suggests that this site was the result of a tentative  neolithic trial
                   into the feasibility of using the rock outcropping in this  area. The site lies on and is exposed by the
                   main Glaramara path.  
                   Size: 0.5m x 0.5m  
                   Concentration: 2 (22)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   756  -  NY 2471210442  
                   This is a dubious site, comprising a few flakes found in a small turf  exposure near a large hornstone
                   outcrop. It is similar to site 755. The  flakes are patinated unevenly and very few of the flakes are
                   definitely  worked.  
                   Size: 2m x 0.3m  
                   Concentration: 2 (12)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large
                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-b/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  755 & 756
                  VISITS =  Quartermaine J/31/7/1985

8657    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  GLARAMARA
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  ALLERDALE   PARISH =  BORROWDALE
                  NGR =  NY 24581061 - 24781064   HEIGHT OD =  733m - 745m
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 21 SW 
                  DESCRIPTION =  

                   757  -  NY 2459410614  
                   This site is split into two parts:  
                   Site a) This site is adjacent to site b) and seems to be connected with  it, but, to judge by the difference
                   in concentrations, they are distinct areas of working.  The site is surrounded by turf and the flakes are 
                   mainly unpatinated.   
                   Size: 3m x 2m   
                   Concentration: 2 (12)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                   Site b)  This is an elongated band of flakes on a slight natural terrace.  There are large blocks of
                   hornstone adjacent to the area. Most of the flakes  are patinated.  
                   Size: 10m x 4m    
                   Concentration: 3 (140) 
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
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                   758  -  NY 2460110624  
                   A small area of patinated flakes emerging from eroded turf and moss. It is  downhill from site 757 but is
                   separated by an area of turf. There are many  hornstone boulders in the surrounding area.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (7)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   759  -  NY 2466710646  
                   The flakes here were found in small hollw that has possibly been disturbed,  because blocks of stone 
appear
                   to have been removed from the coarse scree in order to expose flakes. Forty per cent of the flakes are
                   lightly stained  brown.  
                   Size: 3m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (32)  
                     
                   760  -  NY 2466810648  
                   The flakes were found in a possibly disturbed area. The site is situated  in close proximity to site 759, in
                   a small hollow with moss  growing over the surrounding area. The flakes are stained brown.  
                   Size: 2m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (11)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   761  -  NY 2467110642  
                   This is a small area of mainly patinated flakes, which has partial turf and  moss cover.  
                   Size: 3m x 3m  
                   Concentration: 3 (77)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   762  -  NY 2467510658  
                   This is a very small area of flakes partly obscured by turf. There is  patination and a red stain present on
                   the flakes.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1  (4)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   763  -  NY 2471810660  
                   At this site there are medium and large flakes in a boulder scree.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (3)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                     
                   764  -  NY 2472010649  
                   A very small area of patinated flakes on top of and within the turf.  
                   Size: 3m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 2 (13)  
                   Flake size: Medium  
                     
                   765  -  NY 2473410651  
                   A narrow strip of mainly small flakes and some medium on top of the turf,  which is in a slightly eroded
                   area of turf. The site is beside the main Glaramara path. 60% of the flakes are patinated.  
                   Size: 4m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 2 (35)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
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                   766  -  NY 2476010650  
                   This is an area of broken hornstone blocks and many lumps of hornstone  spread on top of the turf, with
                   occasional small to large flakes.  The blocks are approximately 150mm - 250mm in size and the flakes are 
                   mainly unpatinated. 
                   Size: 10m x 5m  
                   Concentration: 1 (2)  
                   Flake size:  Large  
                     
                   767  -  NY 2476510671  
                   This is a large flake site running over the edge of a small terrace.  There are fractured blocks of
                   hornstone in the area and at the lower part  of the site there are small and medium flakes exposed from an
                   eroding turf  deposit. Flakes and a few large rough outs spill amongst some large boulders  at the site.
                   Many of the rough-outs are heavily patinated and weathered  though the flakes generally have little
                   patination. There is a group of 29  rough-outs gathered on turf just north of the site, which have been
                   recently deposited.  They have presumably been collected by rough-out collectors who have  abandoned 
them
                   having sampled the better axes). 
                   Size: 8m x 7m  
                   Concentration: 5 (420)  
                   Flake size: Small, medium & large  
                   Finds: Rx29 (2 sampled)  
                     
                   768  -  NY 2477210651  
                   This is a small patch of occasional flakes with an almost complete cover  of vegetation, which is at the
                   base of a boulder scree.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 1 (3)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium  
                     
                   769  -  NY 2478610647  
                   This is a small area of small flakes appearing from the vegetation above  site 770. Though the two sites are
                   close they are very distinct in terms of  the size and concentration of the flakes, and this is propably the
                   finishing site for site 770. The site is 18 m away from the hornstone crag. There is some patination on the
                   flakes.  
                   Size: 3m x 2m  
                   Concentration: 4 (180)  
                   Flake size: Small  
                     
                   770  -  NY 2479010648  
                   At this site there are mainly large, patinated flakes lying on top of the  grass with some flakes
                   disappearing under the grass. There is a large  boulder of hornstone in the centre of the site which is on a
                   slight ledge.  The site is adjacent to site 769 which is a finishing site and so  probably represents the
                   coarse roughing floor to go alongside site 769.  The flakes are mainly patinated. There was a rough-out
                   found adjacent to  the perimeter of the site  
                   Size: 6m x 4m  
                   Concentration: 1 (8)  
                   Flake size: Medium & large  
                   Finds: Rough-out  
                     
                   771  -  NY 2479210641  
                   This is a patch of flakes in a small eroded area of turf. The flakes are  mainly small and medium with some
                   very small (less than 10mm across). The  site is located on a flat grassy terrace adjacent to some
                   fragmented outcrops of hornstone. About 40% of the flakes are patinated white while the remainder are
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                   slightly weathered and some are stained red.  
                   Size: 1m x 1m  
                   Concentration: 3 (132)  
                   Flake size: Small & medium

                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  Flake site-b/Prehistoric/Neolithic/
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  757 - 771
                  VISITS =  Claris P, Mathews J & Hindle/9/7/1985 

8658    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  YEASTYRIGG CRAGS
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  COPELAND   PARISH =  ESKDALE
                  NGR =  NY 23720620 - 23760648
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 20 NW
                  DESCRIPTION =  

                   This is an extensive area of scree below the crags. There are occasional flakes with
                   conchoidal fractures and one flake has been found that appears to have been definitely worked. The site 
was
                   originally identified as an  area of axe manufacture by R G Plint<1>, but examination of his collection  has
                   shown that only 10 out of 28 samples are possible flakes, the rest being  natural. The number of flakes with
                   conchoidal fractures is in slightly  greater quantity than is perhaps normal to expect from just natural
                   flaking,  but nowhere was there a concentration of 5 flakes or more; instead the  occasional flakes are
                   randomly distributed over the scree. There is probably no site here, but on the present evidence it is
                   impossible to  dismiss completely the possibility of flaking, though it may be no more than just very
                   limited exploratory flaking. The rock is not ideal  for working, being relatively coarse and having seen a
                   lot of frost  fracturing.

                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  ///
                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  772
                  VISITS =  Quartermaine J/Gale D/Hindle C/6/1985 & 7/1986
                  SOURCES =  
                   <1> Desc. text/UL/Plint R G/1978/More stone axe factory sites in the  Cumbrian fells/CW2 1978/

8659    CUMBRIA   SITE NAME =  PIKE DE BIELD 
                  LOCAL AUTHORITY =  COPELAND   PARISH =  ESKDALE
                  NGR =  NY 23070692, NY 23230669, NY 23410650  
                  1:10000 PLAN =  NY 20 NW
                  DESCRIPTION =  
                   In this area there were three sites reported by R.G.Plint <1>.  
                   The 'site' at NY 23070692 is an area of scree which has been searched  extensively, yet only natural flakes
                   were found. R.Bradley of Reading University has also searched the area and come to the same conclusion, 
that
                   there was no axe production here. The examination of R.G. Plint's  collection has shown that only 10 out of
                   the 31 samples are possible flakes,  the rest being natural. This is consistent with natural conchoidal 
                   fracturing.  
                   The 'site' at NY 23230669 has been searched for on numerous  occasions but to no avail. Examination of 
the
                   collection of R G Plint  has shown that all of the four samples collected from this area are natural and
                   hence this is not a site. 
                   The 'site' at NY 23410650 has been repeatedly searched for on  numerous occasions by systematic field
                   walking and by careful searching  in the area of the quoted grid references, but to no avail. No trace of 
                   any flakes from this area were found in the R G Plint collection, which leads to the conclusion that there
                   was probably not a site here.  
                  TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM =  ///
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                  CLAU SURVEY NO. =  774
                  VISITS =  Quartermaine J, Gale D & Hindle C/6/1985 & 7/1986
                  SOURCES =  
                   <1> Desc. text/UL/Plint R G/1978/More Stone Axe Factory sites in the Cumbrian fells/CW2 1978/

8660              SITE NAME =  BOWFELL LINKS
                  NGR =  NY 243062-248062
                  DESCRIPTION =  
                   Bowfell Links is a large area of scree to the south  of Bowfell. The scree has a lot of hornstone elements
                   within it, as a  result of the outcropping hornstone above the scree. This hornstone is heavily frost
                   fractured and the flakes are entirely natural. The rock does not fracture conchoidally very well, and
                   instead prefers to fracture along tiny frost fracture cracks. The area has been extensively searched, but to
                   no  avail, and although R.G.Plint, originally suggested that the scree was a  possible working area, he was
                   never entirely convinced (Pers.Comm. G Plint).  Examination of the R G Plint collection has shown that 
only
                   4 of the 32  samples collected from this area were possible worked flakes. This is not  a working site! 

                  SOURCES =  
                   <1> Desc. text/UL/Plint R G/1978/More Stone Axe Factory sites in the Cumbrian fells/CW2 1978/
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